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Morality restores to an increasingly uncer-
     tain world the idea of responsibility—that

what we do, indivdually and collectively, makes
a difference, and that the future lies in our hands.
Every era has produced its own philosophies, or
quasi-scientific systems to show that what hap-
pens could not have been otherwise; that the
march of history is inevitable; that it is hubris to
believe that we can fight against fate. All we can
do is to align ourselves to its flow, exploit it when
we can, and render ourselves stoically indiffer-
ent to our fate when we cannot. That is the kind
of argument all too often made for globalisation.
It exists; it is inescapable; it is an elemental
force...There is no choice but to join and pros-
per or stand aloof and starve. This way of think-
ing is a regression to a view of the universe that
is very ancient indeed. It is the world of myth, in
which mankind is alone in an environment domi-
nated by irresistible forces blind to our presence,
deaf to our prayers and hopes.

The great leap of the biblical imagination was
to argue otherwise. There is a personal dimen-
sion to existence. Our hopes are not just mere
dreams, nor are our ideals illusions. Something
at the core of being responds to us as persons,
inviting us to exercise our freedom by shaping

families, communities and societies in such a way as to honour the image of God that is mankind,
investing each human life with ultimate dignity. This view, shared by Judaism, Christianity and Islam,
sees choice, agency and moral responsibility at the heart of the human project. We are not powerless
in the face of fate. Every technological advance can be used for good or evil. Every economic order can
be exploited, allowed to run free, or directed by considerations of justice and equity. There is nothing
inevitably benign or malign in our increasing powers. It depends on the use we make of them. What we
can create, we can control. What we initiate, we can direct. With every new power comes choice,
responsibility and exercise of the moral imagination. I believe that this view—always opposed by
determinisms ancient and modern—is not merely true but necessary if we are to defeat the politics of
insecurity and fear. Jonathan Sacks, from The Dignity of Difference—how to avoid the clash of civilisations

The Crossing, Bill Viola 1996, video installation



Our relation to the earth and the Corpus Christi Impulse

The question stands before us: can we heal the
earth and can we gain strength and well-being

from working the earth?
If we look at the land surrounding our cities in Brit-

ain or if we look at the land bordering the motor-
ways we notice increasing neglect. What was once
arable land has turned into a sea of the slightly poi-
sonous buttercup, ranunculus acris. Ragwort,
senecro jacobaea, is spreading at an alarming rate
and trees are choked by ivy. The set-aside policy
presents us with fields covered with weeds. The
government made landowners responsible for re-
moving ragwort or carrying the cost of contractors
doing the work. Farmland lacks manure and artifi-
cial fertilizers are still widely used. Then there is the
threat of GM crops which would bring to an end the
traditional seed stock. Farmers look at profitability
rather than the responsibility for a balance in nature.

On the other hand we see children growing up
who meet little of nature around them, of fields
and forests, of flowers and trees. There is increas-
ingly a virtual reality and not the full-blooded sand-

pit, tree house and school garden experience. The
curative teacher knows the dilemma of the child
who has incarnated without having experienced
nature fully in his previous life. He finds it hard
now to get hold of his body.

It will soon be 40 years since Richard Poole con-
ceived a special impulse that would bring healing
to the earth and to the child in our midst, to any
human child, to ourselves. Richard called it the
Corpus Christi Impulse in a letter to the Camphill
Movement Council. Karl König acclaimed this and
recommended that we should turn to the land every
Thursday. This would make us aware of the earth as
the body of Christ, it would bring healing to the
land and to the human being who engages with it.

Let the students who come to us meet this prac-
tice so that they may become alive to the joy of
gardening and farming. Richard Poole’s letter is re-
produced again so that his impulse may continue
with strength—the Corpus Christi Impulse.

Friedwart Bock
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Agricultural impulse—or Corpus Christi?
posite, in the Soul Calendar, to the day of Corpus
Christi. Was this, I wondered, the key to the enigma—
the three-year-old child (it was the third agricultural
conference) pointing forward hesitatingly to its real
identity? The more I now ponder the question the
more certain I feel that it may indeed well be so.

Is it perhaps so, that for us in Camphill there is in
fact no separate agricultural impulse, as Lieven him-
self has recently hinted, but only the one all-em-
bracing healing impulse; ‘the complete Christianising
of earthly life’ that the suffering earth again finds her
redemption through the Corpus Christi thought?

The recent agricultural conference made a some
what strange impression. In spite of a great deal

of earnest endeavour—particularly on the part of
Lieven [Blockhuys], who gave us some splendid lec-
tures—and a good feeling of harmony amongst those
taking part, one could not escape a sense of unreal-
ity; at times it appeared as though an impulse was
dying rather than coming to life. And when, on the
last day, Lieven himself—who had manfully carried
the flag in the absence of Dr. König, fell sick, one
had to ask oneself ‘What did all this mean?’

As I came away from Camphill, I was reminded
that the day which closed the conference stood op- continued next page

Cover picture:
The contemporary American artist Bill Viola (b.1951) is arguably the world’s leading video artist. He is trained in
Zen Buddhist practice, has been deeply influenced by the Christian traditions of European painting and the mystical
writings of St. John of the Cross, and converses knowledgeably about shamanism, Sufism, Hinduism and other
traditions. For him, the new technologies have made it more possible than ever before to express spiritual experience,
changed states of consciousness, and profound emotion. They are the descendants of the ancient spiritual and
artistic traditions, and he has an almost devotional attitude to the equipment and processes he uses. The Crossing
depicts a kind of initiation, by water and fire.
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I cannot but find it of great importance that of all the
possible tasks which Camphill may in the future be
called upon to undertake, the work with the soil is
given unique position and dignity by its mention in
the First Memorandum1.

All who do their work
out of love for the children
the sick,
the suffering;
out of love for the soil,
the gardens and fields, the woods…
Who wish to do the work of their hands
out of devotion to Christ
Who has re-appeared
in the ether-sphere of the earth…

As soon as the significance of this unique status would
be consciously recognised, I believe much would fall
into place. A genuine integration between the cura-
tive educational work and the healing work on the
land would come about, and tasks at present sadly
separated would flow together. The fact that the Cura-
tive Course and the Agricultural Course were given
so near to each other in time has of course been noted.
What perhaps has not been sufficiently remarked is
the very great joy which Dr. Steiner expressed at the
conclusion of the Koberwitz Conference2, and the
very significant way in which he expressed his de-
light, as if with this work an essential complement to
spiritual science had been placed into the world.

‘Let us’, he said, ‘grow together in this way like
Siamese twins—Dornach and the Ring. It is said of
twins that they have really identical feelings, identi-
cal thinking: let us have this identical feeling, this

identical thinking; and we shall then progress in the
best way.’

This ‘identical feeling and thinking’, so clearly
pointed to in the First Memorandum, would be pow-
erfully fostered by a renewed celebration of the Cor-
pus Christi, that festival placed so meaningfully as
the very first to be celebrated after the full life of
Christ—from Christmas to Whitsun—has been com-
memorated. If the Palm Sunday walk through our es-
tates would become the occasion for a conscious
recognition of our healing task on the earth the out-
spoken community preparation for the ceremonial
seed-sowing on Good Friday and every Friday be-
tween Easter and Michaelmas become the occasion
for work in common on the land, I am convinced the
agricultural impulse would very soon begin to take
root among us in a quite new and vigorous way.

Is it not true to say that with some such weekly rhythm
all our main endeavours have in sober fact been nour-
ished? How many of us would be reading the Bible
without the spur of the weekly Bible evening? How
strong would the religious impulse be without the sup-
port of the Sunday services? Would the knowledge of
curative education have advanced without the com-
mon striving through the weekly seminar?

Surely the land also now asks for a similar weekly
recognition on the part of us all?

Richard Poole, 1964

An Easter experience in Coleg Elidyr
Bjarte Haugen

For Holy Week we go on a journey from Palm Sunday
to Easter Sunday. This journey is the hardest journey

of them all. Christ’s path from ‘King of the Jews’, through
condemnation on the cross to the ultimate glory of the
resurrection on Easter Sunday morning is a journey we
accompany through singing and drama.

Every evening we held a short assembly where the
story unfolded a little bit more. We saw how through
the week, in spite of the challenges set before Him, Christ
walked the path towards Golgotha and Easter Sunday.

Doreen Hynes used parts of ‘No 4 The Wild Goose
Prints’ from Sketches and Scripts for Worship and Dis-
cussion written by John Bell and Graham Maule and
published by the Iona Community, now out of print, as
a background to the Holy Week journey. In this Christ
appears calm and unbowed by the challenges hurled at
him as he calmly washes the disciples feet and is chal-
lenged by a modern day representative of the thought-
less mob telling Him ‘You have it coming to you’.

All of us were shocked when on the first day, the man
challenging Him threw a bag in front of Him with some-
thing hard inside. The second day, we saw how the bag
contained nails. On the third day, the hammer. What
was going to happen next?

One of the students was particularly affected by the
whole event. He started to behave in a disruptive man-
ner and joined in with the man hurling abuse by doing
the same as he walked out of the hall at the end of the
assembly. Some co-workers asked him to look at the re-
action of Christ instead of being drawn into the mob
behaviour, and this obviously affected the young man
tremendously, because for the next assembly we saw an
entirely different kind of approach from him. As he
walked into the hall where the figure of Christ was stand-
ing calm and upright, the young man walked up to the
bag on top of which was displayed the nails and ham-
mer, and calmly put down a daffodil. The young co-
worker who accompanied him did not quite know
whether this was alright, so asked him to take the daffo-
dil with him. He agreed to this and kept it in his button-
hole for the duration of the assembly. On leaving, he
once again calmly bent down and put the daffodil with
the hammer and nails. Meanwhile the crosspiece for the
cross had been added.

For many of us, this became the highlight of Holy
Week. Thank you, Mark.

Bjarte is a farmer, administrator and senior co-worker.

1 First Memorandum of Karl König to the Camphill
Community, 1945.

2 The occasion of Steiner’s course of lectures on
agriculture, July 1924. His course on curative educa-
tion took place June–July 1924.
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Letter

Dear Friends,
     From the 30th–31st January this year

I suffered the first of three heart attacks.
From being reasonably active I became
highly dependent. This was a wondrous
journey accompanied by my dear doc-
tor, my son Peter and daughter Veronica,
the staff in Simeon, Rev. Everett Moraine
who administered the last anointing—
and much more. Unspeakable pain ac-
companied by the light of clear
consciousness brought this experience
into the focus of a light far greater than
ordinary light. Pain and light seemed to
hold a balance, spreading calm and
peace through endless hours of day or
night. I became intensely aware of the
relationship between heart and breath-
ing. You cannot take your last breath. Each
breath is followed by another breath!

Some of these experiences I would like
to describe as a thank you for the many
greetings, letters, cards, wonderful flow-
ers—all signs of love. I felt throughout
these days and weeks surrounded by
oceans of love.

I was prepared for death, contented and
at peace. Around me was acceptance, no
sentimentality. I looked back at my life
and beheld the great pattern of guidance,
realizing that the positive encounters far
outshone the negative ones. A feeling of
deep gratitude and inner stillness
searched through my soul, detached from
emotion.

The following nights focussed on indi-
vidual people far past and quite near,
lighting up relationships not as far past
as past lives, more in motives and aims.

The variety of images became vaster ex-
tending to the kingdom of nature.

I became painfully aware that I could
not hold on to thoughts. I drifted away,
and was grateful when friends came to
read from St. John’s Gospel—especially
chapters 14 and 17—and to pray with
me.

Then at the beginning of March a sub-
tle change took place. As the pain re-
ceded I became aware of healing forces,
quite gentle, quite mysteriously know-
ing I was not going to die. Slowly I could
take in a little food. This needed a new
step, to be taken consciously with grati-
tude, unconditional openness.

I will need help to go this new way and
let me be guided to where it leads.

With thanks and love,
Sigrid

Sigrid Hansmann, Simeon, Aberdeen

I am the Door

The gates of birth and death are broken down,
Thieves come in and out to steal —
Security has gone, and evil powers have their day.
The herd is scattered, the sheep stray,
Rape of the infant child has broken down the gatepost of our birth.
The suicide bomber rips apart the doorway into death.
What once was sacred, beautiful and holy,
The human child surrounded still by heaven’s glow;
And then the other pole of dying, where one prepared a space
For the soul to leave the earthly place —
These have been defiled.
The colour glory of dawn and dusk grow more fiery in shame.
This sacred door is broken down, the demons roam,
What else must come?

A deeper gaze beyond this gate of birth and death…
A deeper knowing that heaven and earth are one…
A deeper waking and growing in this knowing…

Go through this door although it has been broken down!
Beyond it stands the Shepherd, who still cares
He waits to lead us further,
He shows us future realms of growing and becoming,
Leads us into another world! The earth will pass away!
Then through the ashes of the earthly ground
The Shepherd calls—come… and become!… awake anew
I will lead you on to pastures green.
To a new haven, a new heaven, where the Logos dwells…
Ever creating anew, with His Life and Light.

A new door grows, a door is built of Life and Light
A new safe space, a place of grace
Where peace abounds, the Logos sounds
Where we can stand and call
Lord Jesus come, here is your home.

RENATE SLEIGH

Notice of deaths
We have heard of the deaths of three friends from The Grange,
Oaklands Park and Botton:
Biddy Woods, a well-known figure in The Grange for many years,
died at the beginning of February. The sister of Michael and Peter,
and the daughter of Ruby, she was 53.
Mandy Drinkwater, for many years in Botton, and lately in Delrow;
Stuart Oliver, of Oaklands Park, who died on March 22nd.

Your Editor
After four years of studying in Newcastle, your editor is due to gradu-
ate in Fine Art this summer and will then move to Stourbridge in the
English West Midlands. My son Peter, 13, who is living with Elizabeth
in Camphill Community California, will join me there.

I would like to thank all of you who have helped to make it possi-
ble to continue producing Camphill Correspondence during this time
and look forward to continuing into the future. Please watch this
space for notification of new address.

Your editor, Peter
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Spiritual well-being and morally active practice
Social care reforms: the Camphill contribution

Robin Jackson, ‘Camphill Scotland’, Aberdeen

It is scarcely surprising that increasing public concern
and professional disquiet at the number of highly pub-

licised scandals in the field of social care in Britain has
led to a political response. In Scotland that response
took the form of The Regulation of Care (Scotland) Act
which was passed in the Scottish Parliament on the 31st

August 2001. The Act established the Scottish Commis-
sion for the Regulation of Care (Care Commission)
whose role is to inspect and regulate care services and
the Scottish Social Services Council (SSSC) whose role
is to regulate the social services workforce and its edu-
cation and training.

Missing principles
However, it is interesting to note that nowhere in the
Regulation of Care Bill introduced to the Scottish Par-
liament on the 7th March was there any indication of
the purpose of the legislation or the principles which
underpinned it. In this respect, it was radically differ-
ent from other recently enacted Scottish legislation—
Adults With Incapacity (Scotland) Act 2000 and the
Standards in Scotland’s Schools etc (Scotland) Act 2000.
Whilst all the MSPs contributing to the first debate on
the Regulation of Care Bill on the 7th March strongly
supported the principles implicit in the Bill, few articu-
lated what those principles actually were. A handful of
national voluntary organisations, including Camphill
Scotland, were unhappy about this omission and strenu-
ously lobbied MSPs for the insertion of a statement of
values and principles in the Bill.  At Stage 2 of the de-
bate on the 28th March the Minister of Health and Com-
munity Care agreed to the inclusion of an amendment
setting out the underpinning principles. At the third and
final stage of the debate on the 31st May, the Minister
introduced an amendment which spelled out these prin-
ciples, which were:

§ that the safety and welfare of people using the care
services should be protected and enhanced;

§ that their independence should be promoted;
§ that diversity in the provision of care services

should be promoted so that users were given
choice.

The amendment duly gained Parliamentary approval and
a statement of principles was incorporated in the Act.

One can only speculate as to the reasons for the omis-
sion from the Bill of a statement of principles. Some
possible reasons are suggested. Firstly, it might have been
an oversight occasioned by the urgent political neces-
sity of getting the Bill onto the statute book. If so that is
somewhat paradoxical given that such a statement pro-
vides clear legal safeguards for those vulnerable and
disadvantaged in our society which it is one of the prin-
cipal purposes of the Bill to protect. Secondly, the in-
clusion of a statement might have been viewed as
politically disadvantageous providing as it does an invi-
tation for legal redress in the event that the Care Com-
mission or SSSC is found to have acted in breach of the

principles. If that is the case then it calls into question
the Scottish Executive’s commitment to demonstrating
greater public accountability for its actions.

Thirdly, such a statement might have been seen as
superfluous as the principles would have been subse-
quently articulated in the interpretative Notes of Guid-
ance which follow the enactment of any Bill. However,
anyone seeking to take legal action against the Care
Commission or the SSSC and reliant solely on a Note of
Guidance is likely to be in a significantly weaker posi-
tion than someone who can make direct reference to
an explicit statement in the Act itself. Fourthly, it is per-
fectly possible that the Bill was seen simply and nar-
rowly as a piece of enabling legislation permitting the
establishment of the Commission and Council. If that is
so then the Scottish Executive conspicuously failed to
appreciate the historical significance of the Act itself as
a proclamatory instrument heralding a new era in the
field of social care.

One of the main reasons for Camphill Scotland press-
ing for the inclusion of a statement of principles was a
fear that as the new regulatory frameworks were put in
place, there might be a temptation on the part of the
Care Commission or SSSC to insist upon conformity to
a standard pattern of provision and practice. Thus if the
Regulation of Care (Scotland) Bill had been enacted, as
had originally been intended, without any reference to
a set of guiding principles, then any care organisation
(e.g. Camphill community) which did not conform to
standard practice would have had little or no grounds
for legal redress.

Morally active practitioner
Recent years have witnessed a marked increase in the
degree of formal regulation of welfare practices. The
codes of conduct and other forms of external regulation
which have been introduced have created a series of
practical problems. The first of which is that many mem-
bers of professions that have codes and complex forms
of external regulation are unaware that they have them,
are ill-informed about them, or choose to ignore them
in practice. The second is that it has not been demon-
strated that external professional regulation is the most
effective way of generating ethical conduct. Whilst
guidelines may be helpful in providing a loose frame-
work for decision-making, there is no alternative to the
individual practitioner taking responsibility for their own
decisions and the consequences that flow from them. It
has been contended that anyone working in the field of
social care is explicitly involved in a moral activity, as it
is the essence of social care to consolidate the position
of anyone who is vulnerable within society (Dawson
and Butler, 2003).

Dawson and Butler (2003) have argued that instead of
reliance upon external forms of regulation, such as
guidelines, the sponsorship of best practice, and codes
of professional conduct, the focus should be upon the
promotion of the conditions that will produce what might
be termed the morally active practitioner. Such an indi-
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vidual has the personal resources to make ethically lit-
erate decisions, and take responsibility for their own ac-
tions within the social context that surrounds them.

A new direction
One possible way to create morally active practitioners
is through daily and direct immersion in practical situa-
tions which demand the integration of theory and prac-
tice. This might be seen as a form of ‘apprenticeship’ in
which skills are acquired, attitudes formed and values
absorbed ‘on the job’. An encouraging development here
has been the recent recognition by the Scottish Social
Services Council of the BA in Curative Education Pro-
gramme as an appropriate qualification route for those
entering the residential child care sector in Scotland (SSSC,
2003). What is interesting about this award, which is of-
fered in a unique partnership between Camphill Rudolf
Steiner Schools and the University of Aberdeen, is that it
breaks the mould. The Programme integrates theoretical
input with practical experience in a residential care set-
ting thus offering a unique opportunity to combine the
development of cognitive, affective, personal and practi-
cal skills.  Living and working in the community pro-
vides the opportunity for close, continuous supervision
of work at all levels and facilitates the concurrent acqui-
sition of theoretical insights, practical skills and personal
growth.

Conferring recognition upon this award was a bold
and imaginative move on the part of the Council, for
this Programme represents a major departure from con-
ventional forms of professional training. Clearly in this
particular instance the Council has stepped well ‘out-
side the box’. Whilst no claims are being made that the
BA in Curative Education provides a model that can be
universally adopted, it does provide encouragement to
those wishing to devise professional courses which are
more ‘fit for purpose’.

Spiritual well-being
The recognition of the BACE has been a significant break-
through in another important respect. One of the fea-
tures of the BACE is the importance that is attached to
meeting the spiritual needs of those receiving care. Few
working in child care appear to be aware of the fact that
the right to spiritual well-being is firmly embedded in
the 1989 UN Convention on the Rights of the Child.
Whilst reference to meeting a child’s spiritual needs is
explicit in only a few clauses, recognition of these needs
is implicit throughout the Convention. A clear duty is
placed on all relevant bodies to ensure that a child’s
spiritual well-being is nurtured in just the same way as
his or her physical or intellectual well-being.

Spiritual well-being can be defined as a sense of good
health about one’s self as a human being and as a unique
individual. It is an integral and essential part of every-
day life and not an optional extra (Crompton and
Jackson, 2004). It is not so much a state, as a process of
growth and development and it happens when people
are fulfilling their potential as individuals and human
beings. Thus, all carers have an ethical responsibility to
recognise and respond to spirituality as it is presented
within all human beings and they must be equipped to
recognise, understand and deal with this dimension
(Jackson and Monteux, 2003). If a more socially respon-
sive, responsible and genuinely inclusive society is to

be created, we need to promote, respect and cherish
the humanity which resides in every person.

Over the course of the past year a small group drawn
from contributors to the 2002 Conference at Camphill
Rudolf Steiner Schools—Promoting the Spiritual Well-
being of Children and Young People with Special
Needs—has developed, with the Scottish Social Serv-
ices Council, a Scottish/National Vocational Qualifica-
tion (SVQ/NVQ) optional unit on spiritual well-being.
The unit will be available from Autumn 2004 to all health
and social care workers in the UK undertaking a Level
3 Care award. Following upon the acceptance of the
SVQ/NVQ unit the Scottish Qualifications Authority has
developed a half credit course on spiritual well-being
for the Higher National Certificate in Social Care which
will be based on the national occupational standards
set out in the SVQ/NVQ unit.

Conclusion
The main message that this article seeks to convey is
the crucial importance of Camphill communities being
active players in national decision-making processes. It
is open to question whether the BACE would have been
recognised had there not been a clear statement of prin-
ciple upholding the importance of diversity and choice
in the Regulation of Care Act. Also it is debatable whether
an optional unit on spiritual well-being would now be
offered in SVQ/NVQ Care awards and the HNC in So-
cial Care, if the BACE, with its strong spiritual compo-
nent, had not been recognised by the SSSC.

Clearly these several breakthroughs will not suddenly
lead to a transformation in the quality of care but if the
importance of spiritual well-being begins to register on
the consciousness of a growing number of health and
social workers that will have been, in itself, a signifi-
cant achievement.

There can be little doubt that in establishing Camphill,
Dr König was seeking to do more than simply make
provision for individuals with learning disabilities. A
much more fundamental aim was to demonstrate
through the life and work of the community a different
vision of the place of people with learning disabilities
in our society. He was intent on effecting change in the
attitudes and values held in the wider society. Is that
vision now being lost?

Robin is Development
and Training Co-ordinator for Camphill Scotland.
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‘The challenge is how to develop, whilst still maintaining community life.’
Personal reflections on community

Sebastian Monteux

I grew up in the Camphill Rudolf Steiner Schools in
Aberdeen and I never expected to find myself work-

ing in a Camphill place after leaving university. From
August 2001 till July 2003, I worked in a new Camphill
community called Orion in the Netherlands. I was
asked to comment on what I found particularly inter-
esting during my time there, and to reflect on lessons
that could be taken from this new community and
brought to older, more established Camphill commu-
nities, struggling to find new ways forward in a chang-
ing world. My comments represent a personal point
of view rather than answers.

My teenage years in a Camphill community were of-
ten difficult. I spent much of my time rebelling against
aspects of community life that set me apart from my
peer group. I never fully appreciated the areas of com-
munity life that enriched my childhood. This is fairly
normal; ask any staff-child and they will tell you the
same. However, as an adult I begin to appreciate the
advantages of my childhood.

As I reflect on my childhood I find myself trying to
remember objectively. It is natural to cloud ones
memory with good experiences, and just as natural to
proclaim that, “things were better in my day”. How-
ever, the community is struggling to come to terms with
changes, both internally and externally. The challenge
is how to develop whilst still maintaining community
life. Since returning to Scotland, I have listened to co-
workers describe their frustrations surrounding com-
munity life. Thus, it might be interesting to comment
on a new community, and to compare it to older, more
established communities.

Orion is a rapidly expanding community on the out-
skirts of Rotterdam. It began in the mid 90s as a cou-
ple of houses and now consists of close to twenty.
Orion’s conception arose out of two necessities. First,
there was a dearth of places for young adults leaving
Christophorus, a large school for children with special
needs. Second, a new community was needed to tackle
the problems we face today, and not only those we
faced yesterday. As well as providing a home and work
for children and adults with special needs, Orion was
to be an education centre for the surrounding area.
This was achieved through its central location, which
housed the therapeutic centre, administration build-
ings and two large residential houses. A five minute
walk through the local area brought you to the work-
shops and garden, surrounded by four large, newly built
houses. Another five minute walk away is the cultural
centre where plays, concerts and the seminar take
place. There are ten small houses, dotted around the
local area, housing on average 6–7 adults with special
needs in each house. Thus, the local inhabitants were
naturally affected by Orion. This was not always an
easy relationship. Initially there was a certain degree
of dissent and negative feelings, but this gradually im-
proved. Now most of the staff members are local peo-
ple, with only a few staff living outside of Rotterdam.
How does this affect community life? First, Orion is
not enclosed, which can challenge the staff’s ability to

make quick connections within the community. How-
ever, this may not be a bad thing. Rather than having
community life imposed, the process of making per-
sonal connections and forming a sense of community
has to be active and real. This raises the question, is a
community the physical aspect of living together, or is
it the relationships and active use of shared ideas within
a shared environment? How does a community sur-
vive if all its members are from other countries, and no
real connections are made to the local area? Surely
the active feeling of community is more important than
the physical constraints of its boundaries. Orion can’t
help but affect the local area and the people in it. As
opposition to Orion decreases, education for people
with special needs and the ideals of the community
increase. Looking back on my childhood, one of the
largest frustrations was the seclusion I felt. Friends and
people I knew in Aberdeen did not really understand
it; it was not open.

I was amazed at how enthusiastic people were at
Orion, what drive they showed, and how progressive
their thinking was. I constantly compared these im-
pressions with that of the situation I had left in Aber-
deen. In Orion people did not seem to suffer from
burnout, did not seem as tired, or lose their drive. Why
was this? It struck me after a few months that staff was
continually motivated to bring in new ideas and not
rest on tradition. There was a definitive drive to push
things further, to develop. This was in part due to the
Dutch mentality. However, there was something struc-
tural about Orion that enabled staff to feel empowered.
The staff had designated hierarchical positions. Some
were leaders, some group leaders, and the rest support
workers. This hierarchy was not social, merely practi-
cal. Everyone knew their place, what was expected, and
what was not. There were various circles set up to dis-
cuss ideas, with each house and area of community life
represented—therapy, workshops, and so on. People felt
encouraged to bring ideas forward, to find new ways of
improving Orion’s life. The important point was that one
single idea could not be pushed through, as everyone
had to agree. This engendered feelings of worth, con-
firmed that your view was counted, and that you could
make a difference. Thus, my first impressions were
extremely positive. Here was a community where ideas
were welcomed; decisions did not arrive posted on a
newsletter, but were agreed upon in circles represented
by the community as a whole.

The next aspect of Orion I would like to highlight is
the use of salaried workers. It has often been said that
one of the strongest factors in maintaining a real com-
munity is that the people in it are not there for mon-
etary gains. Their motivation is that they want to live
and work there, not out of necessity or for personal
gain. I feel this is slightly missing the point. Anyone
who has worked with children and adults in such a
setting will tell you that they do not work to earn money
or to have an easy job, but they have real ideals per-
taining to and contributing to community life. It is a
fact however, that many more people need some dis-
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tance from the community in order to fully engage
themselves in their work. I never got the impression in
Orion that staff were merely there to collect their pay
cheque. It is true that some staff were more engaged in
community life than others. However, I doubt this was
due to payment. Communities that do not pay salaries
also have members that contribute more than others.
In my experience, there will always be individuals more
willing to contribute their time and energy to the com-
munity, while others choose to contribute less. Those
who choose to spend more time away from the com-
munity may do so for many reasons. Their character
and capacities, rather than the payment of salaries,
generally governs the extent to which an individual
chooses to invest in community life.

The system of shift work, which goes hand in hand
with salaries, affects involvement. Shift work was used
in Orion, and I have mixed feelings on this subject.
On the one hand, it allows you to have definite lines
between working and ‘being free’—a point that is not
always appreciated by more conservative members of
a community. I often hear from co-workers that al-
though they are enthusiastic about their work and life
within community, this lack of freedom soon leads to
burn out. The feeling of apathy arises from an unful-
filled desire to get some distance and regain some per-
spective on life. The overriding complaint is that they
simply do not have enough time to themselves. This I
also experienced. In weeks when I worked more hours
than others, I began to not only feel tired, but ideas of
promoting therapeutic practices in my work disap-
peared. It was only after a couple of free days that I
could return refreshed and with a regained sense of
purpose. A common argument against shift work is that
the continuity of care is diminished. Not so, I say. What
is continuity: one person for one year, or a few people
for many years? It is not shift work itself that is damag-
ing, merely its use.

I can see the potentially damaging aspect of shift work.
In Orion, some would work mornings, some days, and
others evening shifts. Usually a mix of all three was
used. I did feel this to have a detrimental effect on the
staff’s attitude to work. I would check the time to see
that I only had 30 minutes more before I was free, and
I often refused to do an extra shift when I felt I had
done enough that week. The risk was that people only
engaged in the community life whilst on shift. So some-
where, a balance must be struck between receiving
individual space, and creating too strong a separation
between one’s life and work.

It was after a year or so at Orion that I began to feel
less enthused. Something was missing. The deeper I be-
came attached to community life, and the more con-
nections I made, the greater the feeling arose that there
was something missing. It wasn’t caused by the obvious
changes that Orion had introduced, such as salaries, shift
work, integration. Something much more subtle and fun-
damental was missing. It was only after my responsibili-
ties had increased, and as my understanding of Orion
grew, that it became more apparent. It is difficult to ex-
plain, but I will try.

Much of what I understand as essential to Camphill is
not built around practical issues such as who works
where, or who gets paid and who doesn’t. These practi-
calities are vital in order to establish something much

more important. Camphill brings back for me romantic
memories of plays, music, festivals, and buckwheat
bakes. Although some of these features existed in Orion,
it lacked knowledge of why these occasions need to
occur; why there is a set rhythm to the day and year.
Alongside this, I became aware that the longer I stayed
at Orion, the more frequently I became frustrated with
other staff members and with practices surrounding the
therapeutic work with children and adults with special
needs. Although much of what I found so fantastic in
Orion was due to its progressive stance on involving
people from the surrounding area with no prior knowl-
edge of anthroposophy, it had gone almost too far. As
the community grew, the basic understanding of
Camphill and anthroposophical practices was diluted.
Although many staff were extremely open and well
intentioned, they lacked a basic understanding of what
was good for people with special needs. The atmosphere
was developing into one of a care home: basic needs
were met, but no real desire to push and achieve devel-
opment was evident. I began to realise these basic prin-
ciples were what the Camphill communities in Aberdeen
do so well. It was a shock. I had to adjust my entire
mindset on how great Orion was and how terrible Aber-
deen was.

From my current perspective, I still hold the strong con-
viction that Orion is an extremely progressive commu-
nity, one that dropped the crutches of tradition and did
not fall over. Their staff is motivated, they feel that ideas
are welcomed and developed. Orion has a situation that
allows most to enter community life, whilst still allowing
for personal time and reflection; a time to regain strength
and perspective. Orion manages to affect the surround-
ing neighbourhood with its people, ideas and ideals. Its
community is not defined by physical borders, but rather
by the active nature of its people and ideas. It is also true
that this is only one side of the story. Orion lacks that
Camphill ‘feel’, the culture and knowledge that it will
need to develop if it is to continue further. This could be
in part due to its age, as Orion only began a decade ago.

It was only when I discovered what Orion lacked, that
I was able to see again what Camphill in Aberdeen pos-
sessed. The understanding, knowledge and manner
needed to create conditions optimal for the develop-
ment of children and adults with handicaps, is second
to none in Aberdeen. Although Camphill’s experience
in relation to curative education is also peerless, the drive
and freshness within the community is lacking. I guess
the drive that Orion possesses is what Camphill in Aber-
deen needs. It is frustrating for me to see that the prob-
lems older Camphill centres face is not total, fundamental
weaknesses. The fundamental components of commu-
nity life are already in place. It is simply small, structural
and modernising components that need to be updated.
Not out of fear, but by embracing modern times and
acknowledging that people wishing to enter commu-
nity life may require basic personal tools to do so.

My experience of living in Orion has altered my ideas
of the community that I grew up in. My despondency
surrounding community life in older Camphill centres
has diminished, however my frustration with the slow
and hesitant nature in which changes are attempted has
not; this has rather increased.

Sebastian lives in Edinburgh and works with young
people with severe social and behavioural difficulties.
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Books
Creating a Life Together
by Diana Leafe Christian
New Society Publishers
Reviewed by Jan Martin Bang

Over the past few months I have visited the other
Camphill communities here in Norway, talking to

co-workers about their community and how it is organ-
ised. Some of my questions have to do with their mis-
sion or vision. How do they communicate this to new
co-workers? Can they articulate it? It turns out that not
everyone has a really clear vision of what their commu-
nity is about.

Camphill Solborg had a retreat for the long-term co-
workers recently, and over the two days we kept com-
ing back to our common mission statement. This was
crafted over a year ago and has come up for review a
few times since then. Looks like it’s time for another
review!

Now you might point out that we don’t need a new
mission statement. After all, we have Steiner’s ideas on
threefolding. We have all König’s village lectures. We
have the First Memorandum! We have study sessions
all the time. We have community!

Well, now we have Diana Christian’s book, Creating
a Life Together as well. It’s subtitled ‘Practical Tools to
Grow Ecovillages and Intentional Communities’. When
I first started reading it, I had some doubts whether it
was going to be a book which had anything to say to us
in Camphill. In her introduction she says bluntly “you’ll
find no advice on the spiritual principles involved in
forming a community”. She presumes that our spiritual
impulses and visions are already well developed. So
what can we learn from this book?

First of all there are lots of great short anecdotes, real
and fictional. As editor of Communities Magazine for
the last ten years, Diana has accumulated a lot of tales,
both laughter and tears. Here you’ll find many of those
characters that we enjoyed in The Cuppies! More seri-
ously, a new big world of community opens up. There
really are lots and lots of people forming community
these days. Not short-lived communes left over from
the days of flower power, but serious concerns involv-
ing large sums of money, contracts, loans, business plans
and building regulation changes. Camphill isn’t the only
show in town! If we are looking for friends out there,
the civil society, or the cultural creatives, here are many
of them.

Most important for me, however, were the chapters
describing some of the tools that we use and need for
our Camphill community living. Chapters dealing with
Vision Statements, Decision Making and Governance,
Communication and Dealing with Conflict. These are
skills which we have to learn and relearn. These are
really life processes, ways to gain our freedom as indi-
viduals by meeting the other human beings around us.
Even though the book is supposed to be free of spiritual
advice, there is plenty here that we could take and use
and learn from.

Just as a small example, some of us use consensus in
our decision-making, but there is a danger that we might
not really know how to use consensus, if we haven’t
consciously trained ourselves. There’s a little bad spirit

Down Syndrome and Vitamin Therapy —
Unlocking the Secrets of Improved Health,
Behaviour and Intelligence
By Kent MacLeod
Published October 2003, 250 pages
ISBN 0-9734337-0-1  USA $29.95
Reviewed by Richard Phethean,
Camphill Beannachar, Aberdeen, Scotland

Kent MacLeod B.Sc. Phm, the author of this book, is
one of the leading world authorities on the impact

of nutrition on the biochemistry of children with Down
Syndrome*. He has lectured extensively throughout the
U.S.A., Canada and Europe on the importance of nutri-
tional supplementation on the health of children with
Down syndrome, Autism and other developmental dis-
orders. He has appeared as a health and nutrition expert
on national television programs and radio broadcasts,
and as a consultant to leading medical legal firms. Kent’s
work has earned him the Distinguished Practice Award
in Pharmacy.

In his foreword to the book, Dr. Abbam Hoffer M.D.,
Ph.D. writes the following:
This book is the outcome of MacLeod’s work over the
past 20 years. Using the most modern laboratory tests,
MacLeod and his group analyse the abnormal
biochemistry of children with Down syndrome, as well
as other children who might have autism or one of
the attention deficit syndromes. When the abnormal
pathology is detected and corrected with the correct
use of the nutrients, these children improve. They are
not cured, in the same way that diabetes is never
cured. With diabetes the patients must take insulin
and watch their food forever. The same holds true for
Down syndrome: they must take their special nutrient

lurking out there called ‘pseudoconsensus’ which might
lead to ‘structural conflict’. Read it and recognise some
of those bad meetings you sat through! In this and many
other examples, Diana shows us that however good we
are, and however much we think we know, there is al-
ways more to learn, and there is always a danger that
we forget what we learned before.

A lot of her book will not be relevant to many readers
of Camphill Correspondence. Buying land, setting up a
business and creating a legal framework in America is
covered in great detail, and you can safely skip those
bits unless that’s what you’re doing. If you’re a Camphill
in America, I would think this might be really valuable
information, and it would be foolish not to check it out.

If you want to be inspired and impressed, read it from
cover to cover like I did. She writes well, and you’ll
meet a lot of characters and situations that are familiar.
Most of all you will find lots of advice how to have bet-
ter meetings. What better recommendation could I give?

The book is available at:  www.store.ic.org or
www.permacultureactivist.net  or www.newsociety.com

Jan has experience in various communities and is
active in the Bridge Building School initiative at Solborg.
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formula and watch their diet forever. This is a small
price to pay for the health improvements that come
from this program.

(Dr. Abbam Hoffer worked together with Linus Pauling
from the 1960s. He was one of the great pioneers of
Orthomolecular or nutritional therapy.)

In his Ottawa pharmacy, Kent MacLeod’s approach
was a simple one: ‘Solve the Problem’. When people
came to him with their problems he wanted to help them
find a solution. Parents of children with Down syndrome
came to him wanting nutritional therapy, and so he set
about making a formula of vitamins, minerals, amino
acids and other organic substances that are needed by
the body. He called it ‘MSB plus’, and the formula has
been developed considerably over the ensuing years.
The treatment is called TNI, or Targeted Nutritional In-
tervention, and it typically includes a supplement in
powder or capsule form as well as additional Omega 3
and sometimes Omega 6 oils. Today various forms of
TNI are taken by thousands of people across the world.

This book is about Kent MacLeod’s path, about the theory
behind the treatment and also includes many fascinat-
ing case histories of children and young adults with Down
syndrome who have been helped by the treatment.

Consider this: he reports on an important and well-
conducted study from 1998: 483 premature babies un-
der 2 years old were in the study (that’s a lot of babies!).
Half were given an enriched nutrient formula for one
month only, and half received placebos. After a mini-
mum of 5 years, at the average age of 7, the I.Q. of the
children was assessed. The results of the study were that
there was a significant improvement in I.Q. in the supple-
mented group of children taking the enriched formula.
(Please take a moment to read that again, and consider its
significance.) He goes on to cite many other research stud-
ies, some of them with children with Down syndrome
and helps us to interpret the widely differing results.

His conclusions:
•   Taking the right nutrients positively and

significantly influences immune response,
intelligence, behaviour, a wide range of health
issues and also slows down aging.

•   Taking the right nutrients in the first few years of life
while the brain and body are growing rapidly has
the most profound effect.

•   People with Down syndrome differ from the
general population in that their need for extra
nutritional support is greater, and so the health
benefits from supplements are thereby increased.

•   Each individual has individualised needs.
•   Substances work together synergistically. In other

words, the various vitamins and minerals need
each other to be effective, so it is more effective to
give a wide range together.

•   The medical profession is reluctant to use vitamins
even where there is a demonstrated benefit and no
demonstrable harm.

Another interesting insight brought out in the book is that,
although many studies have shown that supplements do
not seem to cause an increase of intelligence in people
with Down syndrome, parents have been telling him again
and again how much their child has improved once nu-
tritional supplement is in place. Then, just as he was
completing the book, a study was brought to his atten-

tion that helped the pieces fall into place. It turns out
that the lack of support for the benefits of nutritional sup-
plementation on intelligence hinges on one fundamen-
tal issue: we’ve been studying the wrong kind of
intelligence. The validity of the standard I.Q. test is really
quite useless for individuals whose literacy skills are lim-
ited. However, non-verbal intelligence can also be tested,
and represents a more fundamental type of intelligence.
He goes on to tell us that the Schoenthaler analysis showed
that low-dose multivitamins and minerals did indeed sig-
nificantly increase the non-verbal intelligence of the 1500
children as well as the group of adults in the tests.

Kent obviously starts from the point of view of a scien-
tist and a pharmacist. A large portion of the book is about
biochemistry and scientific discoveries which, even though
it is presented in the easiest of terms, will no doubt be
above some people’s heads. However, it is interspersed
with advice, anecdotes and stories of real people with
Down syndrome that help to make it more digestible.

How do conventional doctors stand toward nutritional
therapy? Kent himself finds it incredible that a large pro-
portion of conventional doctors do not support nutri-
tional therapy, despite proven efficacy and no
demonstrable harmful effects. These doctors would pre-
fer to use drugs that in many cases have doubtful effi-
cacy and a long list of harmful side effects. A case in
point is immune response. It has been frequently shown
that the taking of antioxidant vitamins such as vitamin
A, E and C, as well as zinc and selenium, co-enzyme Q
and lipoic acid—to name but a few—dramatically reduces
the incidence of colds and flu. This seems to be particu-
larly pronounced in people with Down syndrome who
tend to have a weak immune system. The doctors who
choose not to believe in this approach are nevertheless
willing enough to prescribe antibiotics several times a
year despite the dire warnings about antibiotic use.

Although it is outside the scope of this book review, it
would perhaps be relevant here to touch on how TNI is
viewed by anthroposophical medicine.

Although many anthroposophical doctors I know regu-
larly promote TNI and testify to the health improvement
it has engendered, I have encountered some who are
reluctant to advocate the use of these supplements. The
reasons given have to do with the way anthroposophy
views the human digestive process. Ideally, the human
being should derive all of his/her nutrition from the natu-
ral world around us. Organic or biodynamic grains, fruit,
herbs and vegetables are the ideal foods, with perhaps
some animal products thrown in. The human being gains
his strength from the activity of breaking down food into
its simplest form and re-assimilating it into the human
body. If pre-digested or simple molecules such as iso-
lated vitamins are taken in, the activity of breaking it
down is not called forth, and so it does not stimulate the
very forces needed to give strength.

Another aspect is that we take in not only substances,
but within those substances the process or the energy—
or if you like, the information—associated with its crea-
tion, i.e. the memory of the living chemistry of the plant.
Now most, but not all, of the substances in supplements
are produced in a chemical laboratory and have no re-
lationship to living processes in nature. Whereas the con-
ventional chemist would say it does not matter how it
has been created: vitamin C is vitamin C, the
anthroposophist would say, No, the vitamin C created
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in an orange has the inner energy of the process of the
orange, and is received by the body and works in the
body in a different way from vitamin C produced from
petroleum by-products in the laboratory. Does this there-
fore mean that all chemically produced supplements are
bad? I don’t think so. Artificial vitamins do work in the
body, they do prevent deficiency diseases, and they do
improve health. Perhaps the doctors should be asked
would they rather prescribe antibiotics several times a
year for the child with Down syndrome or give artificial
vitamins that will improve the overall health and so pre-
vent many illnesses. Although there have been some stud-
ies showing some harmful effects of vitamin use—which
I am not convinced are so relevant—the vast majority of
studies fail to find any harmful effects of the use of these
substances when taken in the correct doses and which
are, after all, naturally found in healthy living cells.

To me it is clear that if a balanced natural diet proves
to be sufficient to supply all of a person’s minerals, vita-
mins and other organic substances it needs to remain
healthy, then that is, of course, ideal and no artificial
supplements need to or should be taken.

However, the case for supplements looks different
when you consider the following:

•   Much of our modern food, even if organically grown,
is poorer in essential vitamins and minerals than that
of 100 years ago owing to soil depletion. However,
organic and biodynamic food is much better in this
respect than conventionally grown food.

•   People with Down syndrome are often reluctant to
eat enough fruit and vegetables a day, and prefer
easy-to-chew stodgy vitamin-poor food instead.

•   People with Down syndrome often have poor
absorption of nutrients and a weakened digestive
system.

•   People with Down syndrome have a metabolic
imbalance that causes a higher degree of oxidative
stress in their cells, resulting in poor immune
response and increased rate of cell death,
particularly in the brain. This can be
counterbalanced by antioxidants and omega-3 oils.

•   We live in a toxic world, with thousands of
dangerous man-made chemicals in our water, air,
food, dental fillings and consumer products. The
harmful effects of many of these toxins can be
mitigated by the use of antioxidants. (Vitamin C for
example helps to remove heavy metals such as
mercury from our bodies.)

Some manufacturers now produce vitamin and min-
eral supplements in a natural form. There are a variety
of methods of doing this and, if they would not be so
expensive, would be a very rational way of improving
ones nutritional status.

I am a pharmacist and have also developed and supply
a supplement for people with Down syndrome—within
the UK only. Like Kent, I have a desire to ‘Solve the Prob-
lem’ and, like Kent, I have also heard from many parents
and carers of people with Down syndrome, who report
an observable improvement in many health aspects re-
sulting from the use of the supplement. To be honest there
has been a very small number of people who have dis-
continued the supplement because of health concerns.
My own daughter has Down syndrome and has been on
supplements for many years, and I cannot but say how

well and healthy and joyful and lovely and wonderful
and confident and charming she is. I live and work in a
care home that is also a community, in which we always
have several youngsters with Down syndrome. They are
among the most special people I know. Down syndrome
is not a curse and I believe it is not a valid reason to termi-
nate a pregnancy; it is simply a very special and wonder-
ful way to be human. However, people with Down
syndrome often have a physical burden to carry, in the
form of a body in which an extra chromosome leads to a
wide range of health issues. I have no doubt that due to
the tireless work of people like Kent MacLeod, we are
well on the way to understand how to relieve a large part
of that burden. If only more people would throw away
their prejudices and take a careful look at what he has to
say and also what he has achieved over the last two dec-
ades, and if more people would put some of it into prac-
tice, then I dare say the world would be a healthier place.

* In the UK it is more common to say ‘Down’s syndrome’
but I have stuck to the term ‘Down syndrome’ which I
believe to be common usage in the USA and Canada.

The book may be obtained from:
Nutri-chem Laboratories, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
tel: 001 613 820 9065 (or 001 888 384 7855)
http://www.nutrichem.com Or, in the UK:
Nutri-Chem UK, Hazel White 01903 203317
uksales@nutrichem.com

Richard is an experienced Camphill co-worker, a
pharmacist who leads the Beannachar Herb Workshop

and a family father.

Ascending Angel, Bill Viola 2001, video installation,
from Five angels for the Millennium
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Obituaries
Ilse von der Heide

16th February 1920 – 19th November 2003

The following obituary is the
translation of the address

originally given in German by
Walter Wild, priest of The Chris-
tian Community in the Geneva
region. This is the region where
Village Aigues-Vertes is situated
and where Ilse worked and lived
for 40 years. The funeral took
place at St. Gallen, not far from
a small anthroposophical home
for the elderly, ‘Hof Riedern’,
where Ilse spent the last 18
months of her life after suffering
a brain disturbance in the Aigues-
Vertes home shortly after her
82nd birthday. After a short stay
for medical treatment at the Ita
Wegman Klinik in Arlesheim in-
dependent living was no longer
considered possible. Through ex-
traordinary circumstances in the
moment of greatest need, and by
the grace of destiny, an immedi-
ate transfer to Hof Riedern was
made possible through the initia-
tive of Corrine Wild, wife of
Walter Wild. Ilse was connected
to both in deep friendship.
The local priest at St. Gallen, Jean Nidecker, and Walter
Wild conducted the funeral ceremony together. Many of
Ilse’s friends, previous co-workers of Village Aigues-Vertes,
gathered for the sacramental ceremonies of her ‘adieu’
both at St. Gallen and later, on 6th December, at
Confignon, Geneva, where the urn was placed in the
grounds of La Chapella Michaël.
Let me still add the following, which is characteristic of
Ilse’s being. It was at the time nearing her 80th birthday,
16th February, 2000, when I would have liked to an-
nounce this special anniversary in Camphill Correspond-
ence that Ilse begged me not to do so. I respected her
wish. But now the moment shall not be missed to share
in an adequate way her ‘birth’ into the spiritual world.
Ilse’s being added a fine, distinct and unique quality to
the human fabric of the Camphill Community. Hospital-
ity in the widest and highest sense was her inner ‘coat of
arms’.
These few introductory words from a friend of Ilse’s from
the very early days.

Brigitte Köber

Funeral address by Rev. Walter Wild

Dear ‘family’ of Ilse, and with this I mean all of you,
relations, and her family of choice, for Ilse’s family

was big, as large as the starry sky.

When looking at the family of
the saints we look particularly
at death, because in the life of
the saints it is death—the spirit-
birth, the growth in heaven—
that was the most joyful and
worthy happening.

Permit me too, to begin the re-
view of Ilse’s earthly life with her
death. Ilse received the Last
Anointing last Tuesday. It is rare
that a person prepares themselves
throughout their life for the re-
ceiving of the holy oil in the way
that Ilse did. It was time for us to
hurry to her, to see her once more
in this life, for no one knows the
hour. The stars shone upon the
journey from Geneva to St.
Gallen. Before us there was al-
ways Orion, and it is through Ilse
that I knew it to be Orion. We
came to her on Wednesday
morning, confident that she
would not leave us on the day of
Mars. Ilse waited for the day of
Mercury. She lived her life in this
sign and it was fitting that her
spirit birth should be accom-

plished in the same sign. There was peace in her room.
People who loved her came and went, and the polished
stone in the window let in her beloved rainbow colours
to dance once again. Her eyes were closed, but one could
feel that she looked upon the colours from another sphere.
Then, shortly after sunset, her breathing having ended,
we were told that this day is also the day of the holy Eliza-
beth, the king’s daughter who dies young, having used up
her life in the service of the poor and ill. When she was
christened in 1920, Ilse received the modest, short ver-
sion of the name Elizabeth: Ilse. Her parents must have
had an intuitive view that her being would have much in
common with Elizabeth of Thuringia.

Ilse had made a good choice of parents. She looked
upon her ideal parents with deep gratitude. In her mother
and father she had the best representatives of the world
of the spirit and the world of the soul. Her father was a
solicitor and director of a business. He came from
Westphalia and was a seeker in the realm of the spir-
itual and of religion. And his search led him to anthro-
posophy at the time that Rudolf Steiner was still alive,
and also to The Christian Community in its early days.
Her mother came from Hamburg and in her sunny way
she shared her husband’s searching.

Her elder brother, Paul, came to her parents in 1918,
and then in 1923 her little brother Henning. All the chil-
dren were born in Berlin just after the First World War.

Ilse, left, with Eva Glück
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Ilse’s physical constitution was very finely tuned. It was
difficult for her digestive system to cope with the earth.
Through her long and full life she showed how little man
lives through bread alone. In her ‘basket’ which she car-
ried here on earth, she had, like the holy Elizabeth, red
roses, and these she gave to people, but without the thorns.

Ilse experienced her first move when she was four
years old, to the country in Stettin with 100 cows and a
wide starry horizon. She had a happy childhood, a vil-
lage school, friends and a love of nature. The high point
was in her ninth year when she met Friedrich
Rittelmeyer. He wrote in the book where she collected
poems—one can feel with what devotion the little girl
handed it to him—something that became a ‘leading
thought’ for her life: ‘For those who love God every-
thing works towards goodness.’

In the same way that the star of Rudolf Steiner rose for
her while she was still in the cradle, a second radiant
star now rose in her sky. She was deeply impressed with
the way Rittelmeyer stroked her hair: with this a sign
was given by this great carer of souls, a sheltering, bless-
ing gesture that entered Ilse’s life through The Christian
Community.

Another move came in her tenth year through her fa-
ther’s profession. She came to St. Pölten near Vienna.
From a village school she now came to a convent school
and grew especially fond of her French teacher. But she
also greatly enjoyed the Protestant religion lessons, and
joined many holiday camps. The Christian Community
was being founded in Vienna and Rudolf Kohler came
twice a month for religion lessons in her house. He spoke
about Parzival, but what made a deep impression on
Ilse which she never forgot, was when he once pulled
the twelve stones of the Apocalypse from his pocket.

It would however be a mistake to imagine Ilse as a
convent pupil, a stranger to the world. She painted, did
gymnastics, danced and sang and went skiing, falling
again and again. She lived completely in an ever-dark-
ening world. The shadows of National Socialism were
spreading, but Ilse, as always, saw the sunny side of
events; community life was not touched, to begin with.

Her life and home was so rich, so filled with spiritual
treasures, it shone brighter than all the rest. When she
was 15 years old, Ilse had a part in the opera for the first
time—was it by ‘chance’ that it was Tannhäuser in which
Wagner stands before the holy Elizabeth?

Ilse had two impressive meetings at the time when
she was 16 and 17. The first was with a small man with
black eyes, a doctor and a Jew, who would become a
further star in her sky:

Dr. Karl König. For two years he had an enormous prac-
tice in Vienna. Ilse already felt good in the waiting room
with all the children’s toys and the aquarium. And as
she went in to see him, she saw a familiar picture on his
desk—of the Risen Christ, ‘Il Redentore’. The meaning
of this moment for Ilse, albeit unconscious, is described
in the biography of König by Dr. Hans Müller-
Wiedemann. Later Ilse got to know what he experienced
in her, but first the dark destiny of the Second World
War had to be survived.

A year after this, 35,000 people gathered at
Berchtesgaden in front of the Fuhrer. Ilse was there. Some
were greeted personally by the Fuhrer and Ilse was one
of them. Suddenly he stood in front of her, stroked her
hair and asked where she came from. This shows one

difference in these two meetings: Hitler looked to the
past, his star was doomed to go out; Karl König looked
to the future—to the healing of the world.

After finishing school, Ilse went to Hamburg in 1938
to learn housekeeping. There she played an active part
in The Christian Community youth group with Hemleben.
After this she learnt to be an assistant in a doctor’s prac-
tice in Harz.

When the war started, Ilse was called up for ‘Work in
service of the Reich’. She did this first on a farm in
Waldviertel, the area north of Vienna from where Rudolf
Steiner’s parents came, and later in Wiener Neustadt
where he had spent his youth. The Anthroposophical
Society was forbidden in the German Reich. Ilse’s father
was denounced and his firm was forced to dismiss him.
He used this sad situation to take up a new study. Dur-
ing the whole time of the war, he always fed his children
with spiritual nourishment.

The third star in Ilse’s life belonged to this: the ‘morn-
ing star’, Christian Morgenstern. Ilse shared this with all
those who were in her care during this time. At the age
of 22 she had the responsibility for forty 18-year-old girls.
This was a great burden on a person who had her own
anxieties. She claimed that she was not very courageous,
but somehow it worked.

When the Russian army came close to Vienna and lor-
ries came with the order to send material westwards,
she had the courage to disobey the order and instead to
save the girls from the Russians: she sent them in the
lorries to the French-occupied area. At the last farewell
her father gave her the verse that Rudolf Steiner had
written for people in danger.

A few days later her father was run over, on the pave-
ment, by a Russian lorry and died that night in their flat.
It was the two days when Vienna was handed over to
the Russians to plunder. Two Russian soldiers forced
themselves into the flat of the Von der Heide’s, where
her father was laid out. The soldiers fell onto their knees,
crossed themselves, and left the house untouched. Ilse
only got to know about this a year later.

 When the Work Service was dissolved, she was ex-
hausted, at the end of her strength and she had stomach
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ulcers. She had to find a place to hide like all the young
girls. One of her grateful girls found her a place in the
Tyrol. Later she looked after the children of a classmate
at Innsbruck.

It is characteristic of Ilse that she had bright memories
from those hard times. Once, when she went to fetch
milk under a starry sky, the words from Michael Bauer:
‘Christ is the homeliest there is’ became an existential
experience. And also the words from the Easter service
accompanied her in her heart again and again: ‘Christ
walks in the spirit before you’.

During those dreadful times of war she experienced
that the love of her parents, their relationship, their mar-
riage, was like a sheltering shield for her. She learnt of
the death of her beloved father in 1946 and came home,
undernourished. She was able to stay at home running
the household. She took courses in eurythmy and speech
and this helped her to regain her strength.

The first International Youth Conference of The Chris-
tian Community took place in Wales in 1947. Ilse was
asked to represent Austria with two other youngsters. As
always, she was willing to be sent; a deeply rooted side
to her character. She travelled in the windowless train to
Britain.

Her elder brother, who was studying medicine, asked
her to find out about Dr. Karl König who was then de-
voting himself to building up Camphill in Scotland. She
wrote, and Karl König replied, sending a ticket to Aber-
deen, where Mrs. König met her. Everything made an
enormous impression on Ilse: the noble landscape with
the huge beech trees through which the wind whispered;
the crystal-clear starry night; the many very handicapped
children around her, whose higher being was addressed
so impressively in the Saturday service in the chapel.

The ring of iron which had fastened itself around her
chest throughout the war, and which had made it im-
possible for her to weep, as she had so often done be-
fore, started to dissolve. She was almost 28 years old
and in the way so characteristic of her, she said to Karl
König: ‘I think I must remain here!’ to which he replied:
‘That is what I think too!’ But also the opinion of her
mother was important to Ilse, and she said: ‘You must go
your own way!’

Thus started a half-century of service to the Camphill
Community and humanity, on many levels and in many
areas.

It is not possible in a funeral address to do justice to
such a wide service, but a few indications are permit-
ted. A time of continual learning began for Ilse, often
accompanied by tears. She must take on responsibili-
ties again. But the stars accompanied her as always. In
the library there was a photo of Rittelmeyer on the man-
telpiece, which gave her a feeling of home.

She experienced a love relationship with a man and
wanted to know from him, ‘How do I find the Christ?’
He replied with words from Morgenstern, ‘Grasp His
hands with courage!’

When she was 33, another big star rose in her sky
when she started the Nurses Training and came to know
Ita Wegman.

As always, she was willing to go where she was needed
and was sent to different places—to Ireland and the south
of England. The words of Christ, which have a special
meaning in Camphill, ‘What you have done for one of
the least of my brothers…’ had become her own. It was

not so important in which place she lived, for Christ was
always the ‘home’ for her. Wherever she was, her sisters
and brothers were those who wanted to serve ‘the heal-
ing power of Christ.’ She found her calling in nursing.
Karl König phrased it thus: ‘Everything from the skin to
the stars is your task. That which is below the skin is the
task of the doctor.’

She fulfilled this task untiringly, conscientiously, sac-
rificing herself to the end. She fulfilled and laid down
responsibility after responsibility, until a stroke a year
and a half ago took the reins from her hands. She found
a brief and peaceful home for her retirement in ‘Hof
Rieden’ in St. Gallen. Ilse’s selflessness and, in keeping
with the Sermon on the Mount, her total renunciation
of the need to pass judgement on others, were difficult
to bear for some of those who lived with her. She tried
to give Man bread and roses and thus kept back the
thorns. The strength for this was given to her by the one
who wears the crown into which they were woven.

In beholding Ilse von der Heide’s earthly life and death,
Albert Steffen’s poem: ‘Uberall steigt Christus aus der
Erde!’ is a fitting tribute.

Translation, Turid Engel

A reflection on a visit to Ilse von der Heide
on Palm Sunday 2002

in the Ita Wegman Clinic, Arlesheim

Dear Ilse, faithful and caring friend,
     When we saw each other for the last time on this

earth, you looked at me with large, serious and ques-
tioning eyes.

As it had always been with you, you had no concern
for yourself but orientated your soul, step by step, through
coming into touch with those around you, with your
friends, with our friends. Your capacity for being in con-
versation with others had already grown beyond the
boundaries of physical thresholds. We moved to the
world of images leaving behind ordinary memories. Your
eyes had become shining and were filled with a peace-
ful smile. All this happened in the space of perhaps ten
minutes at your bedside. How prepared you were! There
was no waste of words. You were already on the way to
your spiritual home. Lifelong daily (and often nightly)
practice of Spiritual Science gives wings to the human
soul and yours had grown strong, ready for ascent. It
didn’t seem important whether we would meet again,
see each other, hold conversation. True converse into
which good spirits incline was now part of your lan-
guage. How much you accomplished humbly and in
community with those above and around you.

Dear Ilse, you elevated ‘being on duty which never
ends’* to an exceptional virtue. Was this your privilege?

Many of us are thinking of you and so do I.
With love from Christl.

* ‘Duty never ends’ is the theme of a sermon Pastor
Richard Wurmbrand sent to his congregation from
solitary imprisonment during the Nazi occupation
of Romania. Ilse discovered it and shared it with us
sometime toward the end of the sixties.

Christl Bender,
Camphill Soltane, Pennsylvania December 1st 2003
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Francis Williamson

Louisa Van der Meulen

Jeremy Gray
30th July 1938–22nd October 2003

I first met Francis Williamson in the autumn of 1974
 when I arrived at Templehill community. We became

very good friends. He was like an uncle to me. Later he
worked at Botton in the Dollshop; he was there over 10
years. Francis helped look after a Downs child called
Maureen, now at Blair Drummond. I used to visit Francis
in my spare time and we used to share our ideas and we
used to listen to music and he played cards with me and

together with John Howard we were good friends. We
went to Stonehaven together and I helped him a lot in
his time.

I last spoke to him shortly after Templehill had closed
down; he was very sorry to hear about it. He was a
great friend indeed.

Robert Manning,
Camphill Corbenic, Perthshire, Scotland

Jeremy was a genteel person, who was well read and
shy, but at the same time sought sociable contact and

joined study groups and various clubs, and could en-
gage in conversation on the most varied subjects. Born
in London, he developed epilepsy at age 8 or 9 and later
contracted encephalitis. After several years in institutions
he found his way to the Camphill villages and was in
Newton Dee and Botton probably during the late 50s
and 60s. Although he left Britain in the early eighties to
join his mother in Australia, he always felt a strong con-
nection to Camphill.

Jeremy was an unusual person—wise, humorous,
tragic, sociable yet isolated—whose presence touched

a deep note of one’s humanity whenever one met him.
This was probably reflected best by the fact that, at his
funeral, the Christian Community Church in Adelaide was
full, with the most diverse people from all walks of life.

Because of his strongly felt connection to Camphill we
felt it important that his name is mentioned so that those
who knew him could also know of his passing. Let me
know if you need more information. Anyone who knew
Jeremy and could share memories of his life in Camphill,
is warmly invited to contact me:

Barbara Baldwin
4 Hillview St., Dulwich SA 5065, Australia

Email: baldwin@picknowl.com.au

Before living for many years in Camphill Village
Copake, Louisa was in Beaver Run, Camphill Spe-

cial School. Over time we formed a friendship, and when
we saw each other before her death a certain image
slowly grew in my soul’s eye. This I shared at the occa-
sion of a memorial evening when all her friends had
gathered in Fountain Hall to accompany Louisa with love
on her journey.

It so happened that twice I moved into a space which
she had inhabited. The first space was Catalpa House in
Beaver Run where she had been housemother. I well
remember my feeling when moving into the house. A
living room, the kitchen and bedroom were welcoming
and beautiful. Everything in it was, to my experience,
just where I thought it should be. I felt no need to shift
around any of the furniture or assign different spaces for
the storage of linens, pots and pans, nor to rehang the
pictures. Neither did I feel confined by a sense of ‘this is
Louisa’s house,’ as little as I experienced it to be ‘my’
house. Much later I recognized in this absence of pos-
session a certain element of hospitality which in poetry
sometimes is described as the attempt to become a guest
in one’s own house (in a subtle way by R.M. Rilke in
The Book of Hours and perhaps indicated also in the
Gaelic Rune of Hospitality.) Carlo Pietzner once ex-
pressed his thoughts in this context in a community
address on November 30th, 1973. A certain condition
for a kind of new innkeepership lies in one’s consistent
practice of being a host keeping house for the stranger.
Meaning, to invite anything that is outside oneself—even
and especially what is not part of our every day exist-
ence. In the darkness of our nights and our days of de-

spair and all kinds of negativity only the accumulated
rays of love of our children and special adults will shine
and bring light to point us further on our way. Carlo draws
these thoughts from contents of Rudolf Steiner’s Cura-
tive Course.

Louisa let me move into another space as well when
she left Beaver Run for Camphill Village in Copake,
namely that of Rainbow Hall. She had cared for and
maintained this special building for a number of years.
Louisa had gone about quietly and with utter devotion
to create beautiful and practical things which were
needed to keep a well ordered space for our use and
enjoyment. A basket which she wove to hold the can-
dlesticks for the Sunday services apparently is still sturdy
and being used after more than 33 years.

We saw each other last in ‘Balsam’ when she was
gradually preparing herself and us for leaving her earthly
habitation. Again, and this time supported by her friend
Sylvia’s inner relationship to the new innkeeper role, it
was as if here is a house permeated by the devotion of a
host prepared to welcome the guest, and I seemed to
hear the “lark singing her song: often, often, often goes
the Christ in a stranger’s guise.” (Gaelic Rune of Hospi-
tality)

Did Kaspar Hauser inhabit his body as if that of a house
and thus become a ‘Hauser’? Do the mysteries of the
age of consciousness soul come before us in images
like this? How grateful I feel that Louisa has walked
among us quietly, gently and yet with complete deter-
mination to build such houses in the Camphill places of
our time.

Christl Bender, Camphill Soltane, Pennsylvania
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News from the Movement…and beyond

Supporting Camphillers in old age
Part Two

Christian Thal-Jantzen

must have taxable earnings in order to be able to con-
tribute to a pension. This rule has been one of the stum-
bling blocks of earlier attempts to come up with a pension
solution for co-workers in Camphill. Now the govern-
ment is prepared to pay up to £792 per annum to ‘match’
up to £2,808. Put another way, the government is offer-
ing to pay 28 pence to match every £1.00 contributed to
a personal pension plan. Once in the plan any growth is
also tax free. In the case of Camphill co-workers where
many have no bank accounts we negotiated a special
dispensation with the Inland Revenue to allow Camphill
to pay the pension contribution on behalf of the co-
worker.

The result so far has been that Bromige & Partners has
set up retirement benefits with individual entitlements
for all co-workers at Tigh a’Chomainn Camphill,
Camphill-Rudolf Steiner-Schools, Beannachar, Simeon
Care for the Elderly, Orchard Leigh Camphill Commu-
nity and Lansdown Pottery. These include in the cases of
some older co-workers, Individual Savings Accounts to
increase the amount saved every month as well as pay-
ing contribution to National Insurance. In the case of
co-workers in the Aberdeen communities, a sliding scale
of contribution ‘bands’ has been established. The lower
contributions for the younger co-workers, and higher
contributions, plus Individual Savings Accounts, for the
older co-workers. The higher contributions are in order
to make up for the late start in saving for retirement. The
bands are set out below:

• All of these amounts are monthly contributions.
• Bands A to F inclusive are six 5-year bands
• Bands A to F inclusive are based on a contribution

level that is aimed at producing an income of
£10,000 per annum (adjusted for inflation) at age
65 for an individual (whether female or male) in
the middle of each of the 5-year bands.

• The projections assume annual 2.5% inflation, 7%

In my last article I sought to set the scene, giving an
outline of what certain Camphill communities have

decided to do about pensions for co-workers. Towards
the end of 2001 the Templehill Camphill Community
was closed and the predicament of a number of elderly
co-workers highlighted the problems that we at Bromige
and Partners had been asked to address. Bromige and
Partners under our earlier name of Mercury Provident
Financial Services Limited (changed in 1994) has been
advising organisations within Camphill since the early
1990s, on planning for the financial support of their eld-
erly co-workers. Initially the work was with Camphill
Village Trust where we explored the possibility of indi-
vidually funded arrangements for co-workers. Those fa-
miliar with the Camphill ethos will appreciate that this
was a controversial idea. It was however abandoned
primarily on the grounds of cost.  Instead Camphill Vil-
lage Trust went ahead and established a discretionary
fund, which is now known as the Ruth Fund, which has
now been operating for some years. It is supporting ex-
isting co-workers in retirement within communities and
outside, as well as an increasing number of ex-co-work-
ers in old age, all on a strictly discretionary basis. (It is
hoped to have a report on the working of the Ruth Fund
in a  future article.)

Already in 1985 the Camphill Social Fund Limited had
been established by Camphill-Rudolf Steiner-Schools
Limited and three other communities in the Aberdeen
area, Christian Nunhofer, a director of Bromige and Part-
ners, being one of the founding Trustees. As the name
Social Fund indicates it has a much wider remit than
supporting individuals in old age.  However, this was a
particularly important part of its task, as  co-workers
have traditionally made no provision for their retirement
so, unless they are able to stay within their communi-
ties right through to death, they could face financial
hardship.

However, a growing concern about its ability to meet
the likely demand from existing and former eligible co-
workers led the Camphill Social Fund to commission
Bromige and Partners in 2000 to do a study which in-
cluded both the value of the state pension for co-work-
ers and making contributions through National Insurance
Contributions and individually funded pensions for co-
workers exploiting the new rules regarding pension con-
tributions, which came into effect on 6th April 2001.

The result of this study was to conclude that making
contributions through National Insurance Contributions
was very good value for money; both regular monthly
as well as backdated for up to 6 years. The study also
concluded that the changes in the Welfare Reform and
Pensions Act 1999, which came into effect on the 6th

April 2001, offered a unique opportunity to Camphill
co-workers. This opportunity is that anyone over the age
of 18 can contribute up to £3,600 per annum regardless
of earnings. Hitherto the rule has always been that you

A 19–23 £94 £0 £94 £104 £0 £104
B 24–28 £117 £0 £117 £130 £0 £130
C 29–33 £147 £0 £147 £165 £0 £165
D 34–38 £190 £0 £190 £212 £0 £212
E 39–43 £252 £0 £252 £282 £0 £282
F 44–48 £300 £50 £350 £300 £65 £365
G 49–51 £300 £116 £416 £300 £116 £416
H 52–54 £300 £166 £466 £300 £166 £466
J 55–57 £300 £216 £516 £300 £216 £516
K 58–60 £300 £266 £566 £300 £266 £566
L 61–63 £300 £316 £616 £300 £316 £616
M 64–65 £300 £366 £666 £300 £366 £666
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SKX WU M ISH  Squamish Gathering,13th–16th  August 2003
Cascadia Society, N. Vancouver, BC, Canada

Wanda Root, Camphill Village Copake

growth and contributions indexed to grow at 2.5%.
• Bands G to M inclusive are six 3-year bands.
• Bands G to M inclusive are based on a contribution

level that is determined on what the Camphill
Community can afford bearing in mind that the
older the individual is the shorter the period to
save.  The contributions to the pension are based
on the maximum allowed without a taxable
income, topped up with a contribution to an ISA,
which increases in every 3-year band.

• The projections assume annual 2.5% inflation, 7%
growth and contributions indexed to grow at 2.5%.

The assumed inflation figure for all calculations is 2.5%
per annum compound. The target annuity (pension) at
age 65 (normal retirement age) is adjusted at a com-
pound inflation rate of 2.5%.  Similarly the gross monthly
contributions has been assumed to increase annually by
2.5%. The other main assumption is that the underlying
funds will grow on average at 7% per annum over the
period to age 65.  The four recommended funds fall in
four investment sectors with different growth potential
and risk profiles. The sector average simple percentage
growth of the four funds in the Bromige Lifestyle over

the last 10 years, is as follows: Balanced Managed Sec-
tor average 6.5%, UK Fixed Interest Sector average
10.65%, UK Guilts Sector average 10.16% and Money
Sector average 6.47%.  From this you will see that the
figure of 7% is a prudent choice as we do not, however,
expect that the growth in recent years is necessarily go-
ing to be repeated in the future.

Bromige & Partners have recommended a particular
pension provider for a number of reasons. The major
consideration is that it is UK owned and controlled, it
has a strong capital adequacy rating, it has a fully elec-
tronic joining process which will greatly assist the ad-
ministration of becoming a member and it has one of
the leading range of funds with an ethical policy. It is
also important that the particular pension provider has
set up a dedicated Camphill Communities in UK Scheme
only open to Camphill communities however large or
small.

Christian Thal-Jantzen is a Director  of Bromige and
Partners independent Financial Advisors specialising in

green and ethical investments.

Email: ctj@bromige.co.uk    www.bromige.co.uk

With the announcement of this gathering, we were
invited to enter another world—the world of the

Pacific Northwest, of the First Nations People—and we
were asked to bring something from the native Ameri-
cans who preceded us, there where we live. This was
the idea behind a wonderful gathering—sometimes,
rather erroneously, called a Villager Companion Con-
ference. For it was not a conference in the usual sense,
there was not a single lecture, or even a discussion
group. Rather it was a Regional Villager Companion
Festival, full of human warmth, story telling, and per-
meated with the arts.

David and I went, together with three villagers from
Copake, the first time any of us had been out there. We
had to work pretty hard to find a local Indian legend to
bring along and get together costumes and masks. And
a homemade Indian gift to share.

We arrived a few days early, as one of us had flown
only once before and never yet had the sophisticated
pleasure of jet lag. (A former housemate, trying very
hard to emulate her well-travelled housemother, used
to complain bitterly of jet lag, even when flying within
the same time zone!) We stayed with our old friends
Ruth Tschannen and Patricia Smith, formerly of Copake
and before that Beaver Run, who now live in one of
the two houses that comprise the residential aspect of
Cascadia Society. Now, you may not know of
Cascadia, but you may know it from its former names.
It is a project in North Vancouver that was started al-
most 20 years ago by Charles and Adola McWilliam.
First they had a school for children. Then a day pro-

gram for adults. And later a small residential program.
They called their work the Ita Wegman Association.
Then the McWilliams relocated to begin an initiative
on Vancouver Island and the work in N. Vancouver
was carried on by Ruth and Graham Oslund, Ute
Weinmann, and others. After some years of metamor-
phosis, it is now called the Cascadia Society. It is a
Camphill Initiative, hoping to soon become a fully-
fledged member of the Camphill Association of N.
America, as is the closely related initiative on the Is-
land, the Glenora Farm Community.

Cascadia currently consists of a small residential and
a larger day program for adults with special needs. There
are two houses, on opposite sides of a suburban street,
where five people with special needs live. The Cascadia
Day Centre, which meets the special needs of some 22
people from the Vancouver area has, since the summer
gathering, moved to a recently purchased house. Ruth
and Patricia, Graham and Ruth, spend their days there,
joined by a talented group of artisans who comprise
the day staff. Cascadia is quite free to create whatever
kind of program they like. They are not trying to gener-
ate income from any sort of production. And so this
Day Program is permeated by arts and culture. Last year
they spent many months preparing a massive produc-
tion of the Parzival saga which was performed over three
days in a local park.

Now again, for months before the Regional Festival
began, the day programmers were busy preparing. They
made beautiful paintings to adorn our conference fold-
ers. They created name tags for us out of leather, each
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embossed with a native design of a salmon, which the
Cascadia Society has taken as its tribal animal. They
learned songs and a dance, made costumes and props
and practised the story they presented for us as part of
the opening ceremony.

This took place on a beach, with a huge totem of a
First Nations Man with arms outstretched in welcome.
There was a play ‘Storm Girl’, complete with chants,
songs and drumming, and an address by a local
Squamish elder. Then we had a meal of barbecued wild
salmon and corn on the cob, prepared by the parents.

The festival took place at St. Martin’s Church Hall.
Each center told or enacted its Indian tale and then, all
together, we prepared the Fire Story. We learned songs,
we did some percussion, and we practised scenes. And
then we had sessions where we worked on the props
and costumes. One group worked on creating a canoe.
Another did silk-screened native designs of seagulls and
crows. Another made masks. Another group adorned
ceremonial robes with the traditional mother of pearl
buttons.

One afternoon we took a break from all this prepara-
tion and went to the Museum of Anthropology. This is
an impressive collection of First Nation artifacts, with
large numbers of massive, awe-inspiring totems and
strange, powerful masks.

The performance of the Fire Story, in which we all
took part, culminated days of intense work and crea-
tivity. Parents and friends came and afterwards all par-
took in a festive potluck supper. Altogether, this
experience was so enriching, so renewing for us all.
We carry within us new landscapes, new thoughts and
the joy and warmth of making new friends.
The song, which we sang again and again, is by a Van-
couver songwriter, Brian Tate. ‘Klee Wyck’ is the name
the native people on the coast of Vancouver Island gave
to Emily Carr, when she went to paint them. It means
‘laughing one’.

Klee Wyck

Klee Wyck
Mother of the Earth
Daughter of the River
Sister of the Sky

Klee Wyck
Mother of the Wind
Daughter of the Forest
Sister of the Sun

Like the wolf
Your spirit runs
Like the whale
Your spirit glides
Like the Raven
Your spirit soars

Green Forests
Grey Waters
Blue Skies

Klee Wyck
Mother of the Wind
Daughter of the Forest
Sister of the Sun

The light that strikes the eye
The eye that guides the hand
The hand that moves the brush
The brush that makes the canvas come alive
Come Alive

Green Forest
Grey Waters
Blue Skies

Wanda is a senior co-worker and experienced
homemaker with a wide experience of Camphill in USA

and in Britain.  See also: www.cascadiasociety.org

News from Camphill Ceske Kopisty, Czech Republic
Richard Swann, Orchard Leigh, Stroud, England

Last summer the first co-workers, Eva and Zbynek
Houska with their three children, moved into Ceské

Kopisty Camphill community, thus providing a pres-
ence and basis for developing the work. Until then cre-
ating this pioneering community in the Czech Republic
was still in the planning and early building stage. It
was set back by the ‘big flood’ of August 2002, but
with much support they rose like the ‘Phoenix from the
ashes’ and the flood proved to be cathartic rather than
too disastrous.

Since that time much work has gone into practical de-
velopment. After clearing up after the flood, the first ac-
commodation was created so that there could be a
co-worker presence on site and then this year a step was
made to start a day workshop. In January the first day place-
ments were taken in—two adults with special needs from
the locality. The workshop is only open two days a week,
but as the interest is increasing they may have to extend
that. A donation was also received from the Rotary ClubBuilding Work in progress
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in the Czech Republic which will go towards to equip-
ping a wood workshop which will be ready in May.

As you read this, work will also be well under way
renovating more rooms, which will serve as accommo-
dation for the first residents who will move in at the end
of August. This together with the new kitchen and the
present co-worker flat will then provide the first house
community for Ceske Kopisty.

There is much happening on the land too, as they start
work to create a biodynamic farm. With the generous
help from the Heinrich Boll Stiftung Germany, a new
tractor and equipment have been purchased so they can
start to cultivate 1.5 ha. of land for the growing of veg-
etables. They have also purchased a greenhouse out of
this money. In a country which was damaged by collec-
tive farming in the communist time there is now a great
demand for organic vegetables and already a market is
assured in Prague, which is just 40 minutes away by car.
The farm will be in conversion for a while before receiv-
ing official organic certification.

In order to be able develop the farm a large field called
‘Kosa’ was purchased at the cost of over 1million Czech
crowns (over £22,000). Even though the community has
leased the land for several years, it was important that
they purchased it before May 1st this year when the Czech
Republic joins the EU—which would very likely mean a
huge price rise. For this they are very grateful for the sup-
port they have received from friends who have managed
to raise 350,000 crowns (about £8000). The rest has been
raised through an interest free loan from friends.

When I attended the Annual Meeting in Prague in March
this year, I was impressed by the level of support and
activity around this project. They have a very active group
of supporters raising funds from both within and outside
the country. With the help of a donation from the Dutch
Embassy, they have developed an extensive range of leaf-
lets for the general public to raise awareness of this the
first Camphill in the Czech Republic. They have had
much media attention with a special television film be-
ing made last year, which was shown just before Christ-
mas. Already as the first special needs people are being
admitted they have a very extensive network of friends
and supporters many either within anthroposophical or
like-minded circles.

Another important feature of Ceske Kopisty has been
the work camps with volunteers from the Czech Repub-
lic, Germany and other countries. The first group of vol-
unteers from Germany for this year arrived in early April.

If you would like to help or want to keep up with how
this new exciting community is developing please either
visit their website: www.camphill.cz  in Czech, English
and German, or contact Zbynek Houska at:
Camphill Ceske Kopisty, Ceske Kopisty 6,
412 01 Litomerice, Czech Republic,
Phone: +420 416 738 673, email: camphill@camphill.cz.
In the UK you can make a donation through a new bank
account which has been set up at Triodos Bank. Please
contact Richard Swann at Orchard Leigh Camphill
Community, Bath Rd, Eastington, Stonehouse, Glos GL10
3AY email: rswann@tiscali.co.uk

Left, The Greeting, Bill Viola 1995, video installation. Right, The Visitation, Jacopo Carrucci (Pontormo), 1528/9.
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Sunfield
Helen Curry, Sunfield, Washington State

Sunfield Education Association is an anthroposophical
initiative taking form on the Olympic Peninsula in

Washington State. We are actively seeking a partnership
with a Camphill-inspired life sharing initiative to share
in the acquisition of an 87-acre biodynamic farm just
outside Port Townsend that we call Sunfield Farm.

Our organization presently holds a purchase option
on the property and is leasing the land in the interim.
We are interested in finding a partner to join in a share
of the $425,000 purchase price. Sunfield Education As-
sociation has raised over $160,000 during our
fundraising campaign over the past year, and we con-
tinue to move steadily toward our goal.

Waldorf education started in the area in 1995 with a
kindergarten and festival group. The association’s classes
now serve over 50 families and include a second kinder-
garten, a parent-child group and elementary grades at
Sunfield School. The elementary school has rented space
over the past several years. It is our intention to locate the
school on Sunfield Farm and to integrate the farm work
and environmental education into the curriculum.

The 87-acre property was once a dairy farm. There are
approximately 50 acres of farmland, 26 acres of forest
and several acres of wetlands. The diversity of the site
lends itself well to educational programming about the
inter-relationship between our human needs and the
needs of natural ecosystems. The Sunfield School will
double as a site for regional private and public schools
participating in farm-stay programs modeled after the
program at Hawthorne Valley, New York.

We feel that having a community living and working
on the land will add wholesomeness to the vision. Work-

ing beside people of different abilities will add an im-
portant dimension of empathy and understanding to the
children’s lives. To our knowledge at present Washing-
ton and Oregon do not have any Camphill-type com-
munities. There is a definite interest in and need for such
an initiative.

Sunfield Farm has development rights for five building
sites besides the site for the school. We envision a clus-
tered residential ‘village’ consisting of up to four individual
1-acre home sites adjacent to the Camphill-type develop-
ment composed of group homes for up to 20 assisted liv-
ing residents on five acres. The village sites are on the
northern boundary of the farm on clear, level land. The
sites have excellent southern exposure and overlook the
entire farm. Access is along a quiet county road.

The Olympic Peninsula is a desirable place to live, with
Pacific Ocean beaches, the wild Olympic Mountains and
hundreds of miles of inland waterways all close at hand.
Port Townsend, the county seat, offers a culturally rich
community and historic seaport, a magnet for artists and
craftspeople. Sunfield Farm is located about 15 minutes
from Port Townsend and lies adjacent to the small, unin-
corporated community of Port Hadlock and the rural
farmlands of the Chimacum Valley.

Interested parties are encouraged to contact us as soon
as possible.

Our prospectus is available on line at
www.sunfieldfarm.org

and you can reach Helen Curry at 360-385-5885 or
at tomtenfarm@olympus.net

Helen Curry is president of Sunfield Education Association

Camphill Dialogue 2005—Hermanus, South Africa

At the tip of the African continent, nestled at the foot
of the majestic Table Mountain, lies Cape Town. The

mother city of South Africa, Cape Town truly rates as
one of the most beautiful places in the world. Cape Town
and its surrounding areas are also known for their major
shopping centers, excellent sports facilities, botanical gar-
dens and historical sites such as Robben Island, enter-
tainment, restaurants and fine medical facilities. The city
boasts a modern airport—Cape Town International Air-
port—equipped to deal with the regular influx of tourists
to the area. Some 130km to the south east of Cape Town,
you will find the resort town of Hermanus, built along the
shores of Walker Bay near the Southern most tip of Af-
rica. This once quiet fishing village is regarded as one of
the best places in the world for land-based whale watch-
ing. Each year Southern Right Whales head into the bays
around Hermanus to calve.Hermanus was aptly chosen
to be the base of our Camphill, Hemel en Aarde (Heaven
and Earth) community—set against a brilliant backdrop
of mountains and the vast Indian ocean, this is a very
special place. Our community started more than 50 years
ago and has grown to almost 200 people. We invite you
to join our special community from the 12th to 18th April
for the Camphill Dialogue 2005.We have drafted up a

provisional programme; as this is your conference we
depend on your further input regarding topics.
• Ageing co-worker population
• Care of the elderly co-workers
• Attracting younger co-workers
• Balance Community needs/individual needs to be

healthy
• Pension provisions
• Employment
• Changing staff profile—employment—living out
• Training/qualifications
• Finding balance between living up to our ideals

and meeting legislation requirements coming
towards us

• Weakening of Spiritual life (ideals)
• Future developments
• Integration of Camphill Communities into wider

Community (Society)
• Sustainable building programs
• Recruiting new Board members
• Constitution of Boards

Hermanus is not only famous for its whales but also as a
wonderful eco-adventure destination. Several exciting
excursions have been planned.
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The Art of Healing through Rhythmical Massage
Two year training in Stroud, England

Beatrix Sattler, Coleg Elidyr, Wales

It is important for us to gauge how many people are
interested in participating in this worthwhile event as it
will help us to take our planning to the next stage. Please
request a pre-registration form from the address below,
to help us with this.We have negotiated accommoda-
tion at optimum rates at a local 3 star Windsor Hotel as
well as our neighbouring retreat centre, Volmoed, which
offers accommodation in various (12 beds/cottage) cot-
tages. There is also limited accommodation available on
our premises, Camphill. Should you require more luxu-

rious accommodation we suggest that you contact the
Marine Hotel (5 star) to make your own arrangements.
We welcome comments and questions regarding the
programme content.

About the Conference:
Please contact Inez Zygla on +27-28-3138233 or +27-
28-3138200
Or send a fax to +27-28-3138210
Or send an email to camphillfarm@hermanus.co.za

Devotion to the art of healing, and the source of its
real power, which comes from sympathy for suffer-

ing humanity, sounds from the words that Rudolf Steiner
gave to young medical students in 1924:

In ancient times,
there lived powerfully in the souls of initiates
the thought that every human being is ill through

nature,
and education was regarded as being akin to the

healing process,
which to the maturing child brought health
for the lifelong fulfillment of humanity.

An extraordinary experience is coming to an end and
at the same time provides us with the essence for a
new beginning. To arrive at the place where we started
from and know the place for the first time; this has been
a living reality for all of us throughout the two years
training.

A group of 14 people has grown together and has cre-
ated a vessel in which each of us felt, and still feels,
secure and safe. Coming from different directions, dif-
ferent stages in our lives, some more, other less con-
nected to anthroposophy—each of us found their own
time, rhythm and space in which to develop and unfold.

The first year led us to an insight of the human being in
health, both from the conventional and anthroposophical
points of view.

The second year emphasized an understanding of pic-
tures of specific illnesses. Dr. Michael Evans and Dr. Frank
Mulder have been of immense and essential support.
Both came from different angles and therefore contrib-
uted to an ever-moving image of the human being in
health and illness. The journey sometimes led us into
dimensions into which we felt not yet ready to travel,
but we somehow knew that things would fall into place
in time. Again and again in striving to understand the
wisdom, the laws and creative relationships within the
human being as part of the whole universe, we have to
learn to be sufficiently patient; to be silent and allow
time for it to speak. We have to learn not to try to un-
ravel its secrets impatiently or attempt to interpret it in-
tellectually. Each human being is unique, a
‘one-and-only’ and in reverence I may receive what un-
folds through silent listening.

It has been most appreciated by all of us to be have
been part of a training that aims for active involvement.
Many opportunities have been given to us including:
Eurythmy—a pillar throughout our training brought to

us by Ursula Browning
Painting, Form Drawing, Clay Modelling
Goethean observation of the elements, some healing

plants, the organs etc.
Exercises given by Rudolf Steiner, that have been made

available to us through Elisabeth Roberts, who guided
us carefully towards an inner path in the most formed
and structured way.

Embryology—the cosmic journey through the planetary
spheres brought by Pearl Goodwin, embryologist, and
Christian Community priest.

This has taught us about a sphere of the human soul
that bears a power which sustains its development to-
wards the condition of the free personality. This power
relates the human soul to the experience of life. It trans-
forms what is revealed by knowledge and life experi-
ence into inner, living wisdom. It establishes the
relationship between a human being and the outer world.
But at the goal all outer impulses are transformed into
inner forces of the soul.

Dr. James Dyson has been of vital importance to many
of us. He has helped us to gain an insight into the heal-
ing power of Christ and the importance of working with
destiny and karma. The task as ‘healer’ is fulfilled when
I have found out in the other person what has discon-
nected him or her from their origin and when I know the
path back to it.

Our deep gratitude flows also to Helen Martin, Aoine
Landweer-Cooke and Adrian Large, who have helped us
to transform our hands and taught us with joy, patience
and knowledge how to massage. Thanks to their pio-
neering deed in setting up this training, a group of peo-
ple are now ready to bring into reality what was started
as an impulse two years ago.

The next training course is planned for September 2004.

Enquires and applications to:
Helen Martin, Hibernia Centre for Science and Art,
Lansdown, Stroud GL5 11313
rhythmicalmassagetraining@btinternet.com. Website:
WWW. Hibernia.org.uk



Building Community Together
2nd New Lanark Conference, Wednesday 27th–Friday 29th April 2005
A follow-up to the innovative and inspirational conference in May 2003 is in
the planning stages. The New Lanark Mill Hotel and conference facilities, as
well as the Youth Hostel at this beautiful World Heritage site, have been
booked. A letter will soon be sent out, to invite consultation and fresh ideas
from all who are interested.

A lively, stimulating programme is again envisaged, with tours of New Lan-
ark and the Falls of Clyde, a traditional ceilidh, a range of artistic and conver-
sation groups on specialist themes, and varied talks. Potential topics include:

advocacy and empowerment; biography and community building
agriculture and nutrition; racial equality; relationships and sexuality

spirituality, health and disability; Ways to Quality
In keeping with the inclusive nature of the conference, the steering group
comprises residents, relatives, co-workers and staff from Camphill and Garvald,
as well as the Life Science Trust. Individuals from other intentional communi-
ties and organisations will also be closely involved with the process.
Please direct enquiries, ideas and offers to: Jack Reed, Camphill Blair Drummond,
Cuthil Brae, By Stirling, Perthshire FK9 4UT, Scotland.
tel (44) (0) 1786 841 573    fax (44) (0) 1786 841 188
Email office@camphillblairdrummond.org.net

Camphill Community Mourne Grange
Mourne Grange is a mature Community of around
130 persons with just under 60 special needs adults.
It is situated in a peaceful rural area of

N. Ireland close to both the Mourne mountains
and the Irish sea, in a designated area of outstand-
ing natural beauty, 1½–2 hours drive to Belfast or
Dublin. It is a land and craft based community
where therapies are playing an increasing role in
day-to-day life. There is a biodynamic farm of 38
hectares, a garden, orchard and large estate; be-
sides this there are the following workshops—food
processing, woodwork, pottery, laundry, bakery,
weavery, glass and a small herb workshop, also a
village store. There is a craft and coffee shop, regu-
lar Christian Community Services in our beautiful
Chapel. We have a small Waldorf school within the
estate.—See adjourning ad

At present we are looking for house parents for
one of the houses. We also need people to run the
following workshops: pottery, weavery, bakery, and
a gardener to join the existing outdoor land team.
If you are interested and think that you might like
to join our Community please contact the Applica-
tion Group at Mourne Grange.
Mourne Grange, 169 Newry Road, Kilkeel
Co Down, BT34 4EX, N. Ireland
tel: 028 417 60128 fax: 028 417 65372
Email: info@mournegrange.org
Website: www.mournegrange.org

Ballybay Camphill Community
...They said
that I was bounded by the whitethorn hedges
Of the little farm and did not know the world
But I knew that love’s doorway to life
Is the same doorway everywhere.
                                          Patrick Kavanagh

Ballybay Camphill is a small land based community
that is well integrated with the local community and
that is now entering a new phase of its development
with the completion of its new ecological house. The
surrounding landscape is of small lakes and drumlin
hills in the peaceful countryside of Co. Monaghan.
With a range of craft workshops and agricultural
pursuits we are exploring some exciting new initia-
tives within our own community and in partnership
with the local development organizations.

We seek to manage the changes confronting us in
a positive and constructive way and and to find
new ways to share our lives together in partership
with the wider community. We need new people
with new capacities and abilities to meet the chal-
lenge of change.

The Camphill Communities of Ireland are actively
engaged with the process of change that is under
way and Ballybay is seeking to take a lead in ex-
ploring new directions in community development.

If you have the enthusiasm and creativity for the
future and have an interest in joining us as a co-
worker we would be pleased to hear from you.

Please contact: Margaret Palmer
Camphill Community Ballybay, Co. Monaghan
Ireland, tel: 042-9748182
email: camphillballybay@eircom.net

Camphill Village Kimberton Hills
Is a vibrant farming and handcrafting community
that includes adults with developmental disabili-
ties. Kimberton Hills residents create a dynamic
and caring community for people of all ages and
varied abilities. Located on 432 acres of farm, gar-
dens and woodlands in Chester County Pennsyl-
vania, Kimberton Hill is a local center for culture
and a model for sound ecological living.

Our community offers work in our craft work-
shops, family households and on the land.

Currently, we have need of the following:
• Householders to participate fully in the life of the

community and help to create and manage a
healthy and nurturing home environment for a
household which includes people with develop-
mental disabilities.

• Long and short-term co-workers with a special
interest in Elder Care.

• Land workers for our Biodynamic dairy farm and
gardens

• Coworkers in craft especially fibre arts and weaving.
Contact: Personal Forum, Camphill Village
Kimberton Hills, att. Nell Hazinski
PO Box 1045, Kimberton, PA 19442
Phone and fax: 610 935-3963
Email: information@camphillkimberton.org

Sophia Project—Oakland, California
Early childhood education supporting children

and families at risk for reoccurring homelessness
Internship beginning August, 2004

Sophia Project offers early childhood education,
parent education, after school program, respite care
and weekend activities for at risk children. The in-
tern program is meant for those wishing to work
with children through the application of Steiner
education in a low-income environment as well as
participate in and contribute to the life-sharing com-
ponent of Sophia House. Interns and staff live at
Sophia House. Attributes needed are a love of chil-
dren and a commitment to self-development
through engagement with work and people.
Internships are for 6 months or 11 months, 11
months is preferred.

If you are interested in joining our intern pro-
gram, please write to:
Carol Cole, Director Sophia Project, 820 19th

Street, Oakland CA 94607
Email: sophiaproj@aol.com,
tel: (510) 268-3916 fax: (510) 268 3918

and ask for an information package which includes
guidelines for submitting an application.

Oasis
At the St. Lukes Medical and therapy Centre.

Oasis is a place for the weary traveller to rest, drink,
be nourished and find other companions to con-
tinue the journey with…

Oasis is a new resource for people with long-term
health conditions (cancer, depression, anxiety,
stress, ME and others). It aims to help them re-
gain control over and find new fulfilment in their
lives. Run by experienced practitioners, it offers
supportive work in small groups using a range of
complimentary activities with biographical exer-
cises and art. No previous artistic experience is
needed.

Oasis meets each Monday from 10.00am–12.30pm.
It will start on 19th April 2004 and run for12 weeks
(with a mid-term break). Cost is £10 per session
(concessions available).

FFI and for bookings contact:
Karin Jarman tel. 01453 757436

email: bernardnkarin@phonecoop.coop

Sheiling School Thornbury
Looking ahead to September 2004 we are urgently
seeking people who can live in and learn to take
responsibility for small households in our commu-
nity, possibly beginning as the main support to the
present houseparent/s.
Applicants should ideally be between the ages of
25–35 and with some previous experience of
Camphill and/or curative education.
We would like to hear from anyone interested in
this opportunity to participate in developing the
life of our community in a time of transition.
Please phone the office (01454 412194) to leave
your name and contact details, or write to
Mrs. S. Woodward, Sheiling School,
Thornbury Park, Thornbury,
Bristol BS35 1HW
mail@sheilingschool.org.uk

Dear Friends,
The 12th March 2004

was a special anniver-
sary, 2 x 33 years after
the Youth Group’s last
meeting in Vienna on
11th March 1938. I
write to you concern-
ing the Builders of
Camphill. This book
has been published at
the end of April by
Floris Books, Edinburgh.

The book describes the members of the
Youth Group around Karl König who built
Camphill. Their personalities and destinies in
relation to each other and to Karl König would
like to speak to the present and future gen-
erations.

Place your order now. The book is priced
at £15 and is richly illustrated.

FRIEDWART BOCK



Glasallt Fawr, Coleg Elidyr
Glasallt Fawr is a small, spirited Camphill Com-
munity situated in 150 acres of beautiful rural
Wales. We are a mutually supportive adult com-
munity of 40 people, many of whom have special
needs. Spiritual, cultural and artistic activities are
fostered here, and we are developing a centre for
lifelong learning.

We Are Urgently Seeking a couple, small fam-
ily or individuals to join our team of 6 experi-
enced permanent co-workers and carry Glasallt
into the future. We ask for enthusiasm, compe-
tence, willingness to take responsibility and ap-
preciation of the importance of each individual.
We offer friendly community life, good living situ-
ation, Waldorf Kindergarten on site and profes-
sional training. Most importantly, your contribu-
tion will be valued in helping our community grow.

Also Seeking an experienced organic farmer
with skills in beef, dairy and sheep husbandry
and interest in countryside management. Live in
or employment. Please phone for much more
information!
Please contact: Victoria Hamilton
Glasallt Fawr Llangadog SA19 9AS
Tel: 01550 776200/776217
Email: colegelidyr@aol.com

Temple Lodge, London
We are looking for a Manageress/Housekeeper

Here at Temple Lodge in London we offer and
provide a quiet and very comfortable Guest
House haven for visitors to London. To fulfil this
task we need to be sure that our guests are cared
for in a warm and interested manner and that
the house and rooms are well organised and run.
We should like to hear from people who might
want to fill this position. The earliest opportunity
to join us would be in July.

Please write in the first instance to:
The Secretary, Temple Lodge, 51 Queen

Caroline Street, Hammersmith,  London W6 9QL

Svetlana Village, Russia
Looking for an adventure? Could you imagine
five years in Russia? Svetlana Village is a small
Camphill community near St. Petersburg in Rus-
sia. We are looking for people with a strong pio-
neering drive, who can combine enthusiasm for
the Camphill idea with real inner flexibility. Most
urgent need: Farmer/gardener. Contact Mark
Barber, Camphill Village Svetlana, Alexina Vil-
lage, Volchov, 187439 St Petersburg, Russia; or
email dsvet@lens.spb.ru .

Camphill Communitites Ontario
Camphill Communities Ontario in Canada have
opportunities in our town and rural villages. We
are in a new creative position after substantial
restructuring and hope to create new workshops
and living options for adults with special needs.
We need: co-workers with Camphill experience
willing to life-share in new and innovative ways.
Our community of 60 people of varying capaci-
ties and needs live on a large, beautiful piece of
Canadian farmland, and in a nearby lakeside
town. For other details, please call:
Susan Holzer  705-424-2409
Sandra Mucci 705-424-5363
or email sandra.mucci@camphill.on.ca

Newton Dee
a Camphill Community in the beautiful north

east of Scotland Welcomes
Enthusiastic individuals, single or with families, to

take part in all aspects of our life — in particular:
• In our lively cafe and village shop
• In our office
• In our households
• On our Biodynamically farmed land
• You will need to be able to work as part of a

team together with others of varying ability
• You will need to be open to taking on respon-

sibility
• You will need plenty of enthusiasm, a good

sense of humour and be willing to commit
yourself for at least a year.

• Appropriate training will be provided where
necessary

• An enhanced disclosure/police check will be
necessary

— Are You Interested? —
For more information contact Vibeke Sunddal,
telephone 01224 867074, or Maggie Pooler, tel-
ephone 01224 869216

Or visit our website at www.newtondee.org.uk

Courses at Centre
for Science and Art, Stroud

Indigo Summer Course
‘Isis Unveiled’

22nd–28th August 2004
This is a Summer Course that explores the mys-
tery of colour in a scientific as well as an artistic
way. It is run by two experienced tutors:

Karl-Lutz Hepp, from Germany, has done his
own very unique research into Goethe’s and
Steiner’s theory of colour by comparing it to
Newton’s theory. He will work with many prac-
tical experiments to underpin his extraordinary
findings in the world of colour and will create a
connection to, amongst other things, the path of
the sacraments and liturgy.

Karin Jarman will bring artistic exercises to ac-
company this journey and introduce some unu-
sual colour combinations using different tech-
niques, including work with pastels, charcoal,
watercolour and oils. We will also model the
shapes of ancient goddess figures under the guid-
ance of Wurtila Hepp.

 It is our intention to bring Science and Art to-
gether with this course, but no previous experi-
ence in either is needed in order to attend. Exist-
ing scientists and artists, however, will find plenty
of new inspiration!

History of Art in Relation to Therapy
29–31 October 2004

We have had the first of Don van Zantwijks
courses on History of Art in relation to therapy
which has been very well received. Don is an
experienced art therapist and course director of
the Wervel Academie in Holland and has made
a special study of how certain illness pictures
relate to human development through the ages
as expressed in history of art.

The second course will take place from 29th to
31st October 2004 at the St.Luke’s Medical prac-
tise and will cover Ancient Rome through to the
Gothic period with the illness pictures of Phobia,
Autism amd Depression.

The third module will take place on February
11th to 13th from the Byzantine period to the Ger-
man Renaissance with the illness pictures of Psy-
chosis, Lethargy, Hysteria and Neurasthenia.
Venue to be announced.

For further information on these courses, leaf-
let and booking form, please contact:

Karin Jarman, 49 Bisley Road, Stroud, GL5 1HF
Tel. 01453 757436. Fax. 01453 757565. email:

bernardnkarin@gn.apc.org

William Blake House
Would you be interested in a new challenge with
unlimited opportunities for both personal and pro-
fessional development?

We are a small care community based on the
principles of Rudolf Steiner and located in beau-
tiful S. Northants, providing opportunities for
young adults with special needs. We utilize local
facilities for culture, leisure and work via sup-
ported work placements whilst developing ac-
tivities both in-house and in the immediate vil-
lage community.

We were established 18 months ago and in that
time we have formed many positive and fruitful
relationships with a broad spectrum of local ini-
tiatives, some with no previous experience of
having special needs in their lives. We have also
been very warmly welcomed into the village
and participate in all the local events.

The vision and vibrancy of our lives has been
recognized by both prospective families and pro-
fessional colleagues and consequently, many
young adults wish to join the initiative. Three resi-
dents inhabit any one house supported by house
parents and co-worker(s) in an intimate, extended
family situation, fostering diversity and social crea-
tivity in a homely environment. It has been no-
ticed that not only do the residents seem to thrive
in small houses, but also more attention can be
paid to their needs and, indeed, hopes with the
attendant paperwork impinging less on our lives.

We seek enthusiastic and motivated house par-
ents and co-workers, with varying degrees of
experience, who would like to grasp this pio-
neering opportunity and help guide and form
the community into the next phase of its devel-
opment. All terms and conditions are negotiable.
We encourage professional training and offer,
via personalised developmental aims and ob-
jectives, support into the ethos of care and all
aspects of living, working and guiding the resi-
dents to meet their aspirations and breathe into
the community at large.
If William Blake House interests you, please con-
tact: Tuija and Clive Denby on 01327 860412
or: William Blake House, Farm Cottage, Lois
Weedon, Towcester, Northants NN12 8PP email:
CliveWBlakeHouse@aol.com

Mourne Grange Village School
We are seeking class teachers for Classes 1 and

4/5 to start in September 2004. Enthusiastic chil-
dren, small classes, experienced colleagues. Class
1 would suit first time class teacher. Beautiful
scenery. Warm Community. Live out with salary
or in the community on a needs basis.
Contact Jon Godber Mourne Grange, Kilkeel,
Co Down, N. Ireland. BT34 4EX, Tel:
02841760114
email: info@mournegrange.org

Camphill Village USA, Copake, NY
Camphill Village Copake is an exciting commu-
nity with diverse activities and a tremendous
amount of human warmth. We are looking for-
ward to welcoming new families and new co-
workers in the next year to join our active circle
of committed co-workers.
• House Parents for village houses
• People interested in being part of a

Care House team
• People interested in crafts

Please send correspondence to E.Neal at
Camphill Village, 84 Camphill Road,
Copake, NY 12516, tel. 518-329-4851,
Email: cvvolunteer@taconic.net
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Self-Catering Holiday Apartments
Old Tuscan organic olive oil farm peacefully situated on a
hilltop with stunning views and all amenities close by, offers
comfortable accommodation, spectacular walks and
excellent local Tuscan and international food. Arcobaleno
is perched on a neighbouring hill to Cortona, a famous old
Etruscan town steeped in Italian history and well positioned
to offer day excursions by car to many places of interest; for
example, within ca. one hour you can reach: Florence,
Siena, Perugia, Assisi, Arezzo and within about two hours:
Rome & Pisa. Additionally, the famous wine growing areas
of Chianti, Montepulciano and Montalcino are all within an
hours’ drive of Arcobaleno.
For further details, you can access our homepage in the internet:
www.arcobaleno-toscana.com or email or call me personally
at following: Lucas Weihs, San Pietro a Cegliolo CS 59,
1-52044 Cortona AR Tuscany, Italy
Email: arcobaleno@technet.it tel: + 39 0575 612777
The picture is a painting of Arcobaleno’s olive groves by Elizabeth Cochrane.

Park Attwood Clinic

Anthroposophical Medical Treatment
for the Individual

Experience medical treatment in the context of a
healing, social environment and in the beautiful
Worcester countryside.
Orthodox and anthroposophical medicine are

combined to provide the best residential and out-
patient treatment for a wide range of conditions.
Art, sculpture, eurythmy and massage are integral

to residential treatment and available as out-patient
therapies.
Individual financial discussions and funding advice

are offered.
Park Attwood Clinic

Trimpley, Bewdley, Worcs DY12 1RE
Tel: 01299 861444  Fax: 01299 861375

Email: info@parkattwood.org
Internet: www.parkattwood.org

Self Catering Holiday House
The White House Killin

Close to the famous Falls of Dochart
and the Ben Lawers National Nature
Reserve, The White House is in an
ideal location to explore the natural
beauty of Highland Perthshire,
Scotland.

Situated in a secluded setting near
the shores of Loch Tay, this area offers
outstanding opportunities for
touring, walking, cycling, bird
watching and canoeing. Comprises
5 bedrooms with accommodation for
up to 12 persons sharing.

tel:  01764 662416
for a brochure and availability


